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We will also make copies available to others upon request. 
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Eleanor Chelnnsky 
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Executive Summq 

Purpose Controversy has been intense regarding both the concept of a minimum 
drinking age that legally restricts alcoholic beverages to a specific age 
group and the effects of such a law on highway safety Even though 
federal legislation (Public Law 98-363) promoting a “national mmimum 
drmkmg age” of 21 was passed m July 1984, critics on both sides of the 
debate cite empirical support for their positions. Since enactment of the 
federal law, more than 20 studies have examined the effects of raising 
the drinking age. 

The chairman of the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of 
the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation asked GAO to 
examine the techmcal and methodological soundness of existing evalua- 
tions of drinkmg-age laws to determine the extent to which they provide 
empirical support for federal and state imtiatives to change the legal 
drinking age. More specifically, the chairman asked GAO to report on the 
effect that raising the minimum drinkmg age has had on 

l traffic accidents (that is, motor vehicle fatalities, personal injuries, and 
alcohol-related crashes); 

l beverage alcohol consumption, along with driving after drinkmg, and 
l other related subjects, such as crashes among youths younger than the 

legal drinking age, border crossings to states with lower drinking ages, 
the permanence of effects, and the effect of lowering the drinking age 
before the 1984 legislation. 

Background In response to increasing concern over the disproportionate involvement 
of young drivers in alcohol-related traffic accidents, the federal legisla- 
tion enacted m July 1984 required that a portion of federal-aid highway 
funds be withheld from states that had not established 21 years as the 
minimum drmkmg age by law by September 30, 1986. The US. Depart- 
ment of Transportation (nor) is reviewing state legislation to identify 
compliance with the federal drinking-age law By October 1986, DOT had 
determined that eight states and Puerto Rico had drinking-age laws that 
did not meet the federal requirements. 

To determine the extent to which there is empirical support for mitia- 
tives to raise the legal drmking age, GAO initially conducted a broad liter- 
ature search for both published and unpublished evaluations on the 
SubJect. The search yielded more than 400 documents; 49 of them evalu- 
ated laws raising the legal drinking age. GAO then developed rating cri- 
teria, which were based on a preluninary review of the evaluations and 
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Executive Summary 

prior evaluation syntheses. A review panel applied the critena to the 49 
studies, focusing its analysis on the studies that met these criteria. 

Results in Brief Rarsing the drinkmg age has a direct effect on reducing alcohol-related 
traffic accidents among youths affected by the laws, on average, across 
the states The evidence also supports the finding that states can gener- 
ally expect reductions in then traffic accidents, but the magnitude of 
effects depends on the outcome measured and the characterlstlcs of the 
state. 

The available evidence suggests that raising the drinking age also 
results in a decline in alcohol consumption and m driving after drinking 
for the age group affected by the law However, the limited quantity and 
quality of evaluations for these outcomes warrant caution m genera- 
lizing from results 

The evidence 1s insuffrcrent to draw conclusions about the effects of 
raismg the drinking age on youths 16 to 17 years old, border crossmgs, 
and other related matters. However, the literature reviews of earlier 
evaluations of the effects of lowermg the drinking age do give evidence 
that traffic-accident outcomes mcreased as a result of changes m the 
law 

GAO’s Analysis 

Traffic Accidents A reduction m alcohol-related traffic accidents for age groups affected 
by the law is, in fact, attributable to raising the drmkmg age Almost all 
studies found statlstlcally slgniflcant reductions m traffic-accident out- 
comes, even though the studies often vaned in scope, design, analysis 
methods, and outcome measured The 14 traffic accident studies that 
form the basis for thus finding were high m quahty, and their results 
were remarkably consistent with one another across different evalua- 
tion approaches. (See pages 26-40 ) 

Consumption and Driving 
After Drinking 

The avarlable evidence supports the claim that raismg the purchase age 
reduces both the consumption of alcohol and the mcldence of driving 
after drmking However, generalizations are impeded by the small 
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number of studies of these outcomes (only 4 studies of alcohol consump- 
tron, 2 of which addressed dnvmg-after-drinking practices), the geo- 
graphical concentration of the states evaluated, and limitations in both 
available data (for example, alcohol sales figures are not dlsaggregated 
for specific age groups) and self-reported survey information. (See 
pages 42-48.) 

Spillover Effects on Other 
Youths 

The evidence 1s only lmuted for assessmg the effects of changes m the 
law on the crash expenence, alcohol consumption, and drivmg-after- 
drmkmg practices of youths younger than the mmimum age, who are 
only indirectly affected by an increase in the legal drmking age. There 
was some evidence of no effect on crash experiences for this group, 
however, generalizations are impeded by the small number of studies 
that explicitly tested for this effect (2 of the 6 studies that met GAO'S 
criteria) and the linnted number of states studied. The 3 studies ef con- 
sumption and dnvmg-after-drmking practices for this age group pre- 
sented nnxed results. (See pages 50-56.) 

Border-Crossing Effects The evidence is insufficient to assess the extent of the border-crossing 
effect-that IS, youths movmg between states to legally obtain alcoholic 
beverages. Synthesizing the results of the 3 studies that met GAO'S cri- 
teria was restricted by differmg demographic charactenstlcs between 
states, low crash mvolvement rates for drivers affected by the laws, and 
mcremental age law changes. (See pages 58-60.) 

0 Ither Effects The evidence is also msufficlent to draw conclusions on the long-term 
effects of the law, although it suggests a sustained effect. Two studies 
addressing long-term effects met GAO'S critena. One was a national study 
that observed a sustamed reduction m crashes among youths affected 
directly by the law. The other was a state study that found a modest 
reduction m long-term crash trends. GAO'S assessment of the effects of 
lowering the drmkmg age, in contrast to raising the drinking age, was 
based on an analysis of the literature reviews of these studies, which 
concluded that an mcrease in traffic-accident outcomes could be attrib- 
uted to a lowered drmkmg age. (See pages 60-63.) 

Recommendations This report contains no recommendations 
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Executive Summary 

Agency Comments The Department of Transportation reviewed a draft of this report and 
commended GAO for its excellent evaluation and synthesis of the avall- 
able literature. The department’s comments appear in appendix IX. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Concern over the disproportionate mvolvement of young drivers m 
alcohol-related traffic accidents resulted in Public Law 98-363, federal 
legislation to promote a “national minimum drmking age” of 2 1. A July 
17,1984, amendment to the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
1982, this law provrdes for withholding federal highway funds from 
states that continue to allow persons younger than 21 to purchase or 
publicly possess alcoholic beverages after September 30, 1986. Cross- 
over sanctions (requiring compliance with the rules of one federal pro- 
gram as a condition for receiving funds for another program) to 
encourage the states to act in matters that are a state right (such as the 
right to regulate the sale of alcoholic beverages) were used in 1974 to 
encourage the states to adopt a 55-mile-per-hour speed hmit and again 
in the 1984 amendment. 

Congressional interest in raising the minimum drinking age nationwide 
was prompted by evidence linking younger drinking ages with inzeased 
alcohol-related deaths of youths on the highways. More specifically, 
various groups lobbied the Congress to address the border-crossing 
problem-that is, the risk posed to young drivers crossing state lines to 
obtain alcohol not legally available to them in the states where they 
reside. During 1984 hearings, it was estimated that 56 percent of the 
borders in this country separated states that had different legal 
drinking ages. Therefore, the Congress encouraged the establishment of 
a uniform drmking age nationwide as a way of reducmg the incidence of 
drivmg between states after drinkxng among those affected by the law 
(typically 18-, 19-, and 20-year-olds). 

In response to mcreasmg pressures to change their drinking-age laws, 23 
states have raised their minimum purchase age since the passage of 
Public Law 98-363. (The letter requesting this report is in appendix I. 
Appendix II is a list of the dates on which the states enacted their cur- 
rent drinking-age laws.) However, m spite of the growing public support 
for an older mmnnum drinking age and the potential loss of federal 
funds, 8 states and Puerto Rico had not yet complied with the federal 
requirements by October 1986. The National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) and the Federal Highway Administration, which 
are responsible for determimn g state compliance with the federal 
drinking-age law, have estimated from fiscal year 1986 appropriations 
that these jurisdictions may stand to lose between $3.6 million and $16.3 
million m federal highway funds in fiscal year 1987 and twice as much 
in 1988. (See appendix III for potential reductions in federal-aid 
highway funds for noncomplying jurisdictions and a brief definition of 
what those funds are.) 
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Chapter 1 
Lntroduction 

Controversy surrounds the idea of a mmimum drinking age and the 
actual effects that a change in the law may have had on traffic accidents 
among the ages affected by the law. For example, proponents of an 
older mmimum age cite empirical studies that claim that lowering the 
drinking age significantly increased traffic accidents and that raismg 
the drinking age reduced them among those affected by the law. Those 
who oppose raising the nunimum drinking age take issue with not only 
the efficacy of the law but also its fairness. 

Debate over a uniform drmking age of 21 has covered more than the 
sufficiency of evidence supportmg the efficacy of this legislative action. 
Opponents of the legislation have also argued that it will (1) have nega- 
tive consequences, such as reducing alcohol sales-tax revenue; (2) 
unfairly penalize most youths for the excesses of a few; (3) jeopardize 
the right of the states to control the avarlability of alcohol; and (4) not 
work as effectively as other deterrents, such as stricter enforcement of 
existing laws. Each of these additional concerns, in turn, has been c’oun- 
tered by those who favor raising the drinking age. 

We were asked by the chairman of the Subcommittee on Investigations 
and Oversight of the House Comnuttee on Public Works and Transporta- 
tion to review the empirical research regarding the effect that changes 
m the legal drinking age have had on traffic accidents (fatalities, inju- 
ries, and crashes), beverage alcohol consumption and other related mat- 
ters among the youths affected by the laws. Smce the enactment of 
Public Law 98-363 just 2 years ago, 24 studies have evaluated the 
effects of raismg the minimum drmking age across and within states. 
Some of the recent studies have observed conflicting results and, there- 
fore, we were asked to determine the extent to which these and previous 
evaluations provide empirical support for federal and state policy 
initiatives 

Trends in Drinking-Age Legislative initiatives to control drinking behavior have historical roots 

Legislation 
in the governmental need to (1) control alcohol availability, (2) respond 
to the problem of drunk driving, and (3) protect young people. Trends m 
governmental activities can be seen in each of these needs, but the 
trends are interrelated and mvolve issues important to both public 
health and highway safety, although researchers m the two fields often 
approach them with different emphases. 
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Chapter 1 
Iutroduction 

Control of Alcohol 
Availability 

Attitudes toward the control of alcohol availability were visible in colo- 
nial America, where drinking, even to excess, was socially acceptable 
and a normal part of life. Habitual drunkenness, however, was viewed 
as sinful and evidence of moral degradation. The more liberal colonial 
views gave way to the prohibition movement m the mid-1800’s, which 
culmmated m the ratification of the 18th amendment, prohibiting the 
sale of alcoholic beverages. Restrictive attitudes toward alcohol dimm- 
ished with the repeal of the 18th amendment under social and political 
cncumstances unrelated to the effectiveness of prohibition. Beginning in 
the 1930’s, problem drinking in the form of alcoholism began to be 
regarded as a disease or a health problem for the individual. As this 
gradually became the accepted view, the maJor negative consequences of 
habitual alcohol abuse have been attributed more to the individual’s 
particular physiological and psychological makeup than to the proper- 
tres of alcohol or its availability. 

Response to Drunk Driving In the early 1970’s, in a societal response to drunk driving, NHEU funded 
a number of alcohol safety action projects, in an attempt to reduce 
alcohol-related crashes. These programs focused both on stepped-up 
enforcement of drunk-driving laws and on the more rapid and efficient 
processing of dnnkmg-driver cases. In the mid-to-late 1970’s, funding 
priorities shrfted away from these programs, in partial response to the 
difficulties of assessing their effectiveness and of inducing prosecutors 
and judges to place any priority on the offense of drunk driving. In the 
late 1970’s, however, attention was again drawn to the drunk-driving 
problem, primarily because of the activities of citizens’ groups such as 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, which began a long combat against the 
societal tolerance of drivmg after drinking. A presidential comnussion 
on drunk driving was formed m 1982, and numerous initiatives were 
introduced m the Congress to combat the drunk-drivmg problem. 

Concomitant with the highway safety response to drunk driving was the 
development of a public health approach to this issue. The public health 
model of disease development was first applied to the epidemiology of 
alcohol-related problems in the 1970’s. The model begins with an assess- 
ment of the availability of alcohol to the public in general and specifi- 
cally to defined high-risk groups, such as young drivers. The model then 
follows the development of alcohol problems through consumption 
levels to the effects of alcohol on various alcohol-related problems, 
mcluding drunk driving. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Protection of Youths The Viet Nam War brought about a shift m the trend toward increased 
protection of youths by promoting adulthood at an earlier age and, sub- 
sequently, an important milestone in the protection of youths was the 
ratification of the 26th amendment in 1971, which extended the votmg 
right to l&year-olds All the states followed the federal example by low- 
ering their voting ages and, in many cases, they also reduced their min- 
imum drinking ages below 21. However, m the n-ud-1970’s, considerable 
controversy arose concerning the wisdom of lowering the drinkmg age. 

Almost immediately after the laws were changed m some states, 
researchers began to recognize dramatic increases in the rate of alcohol- 
related crashes involving 18-, 19-, and 20-year-olds. National fatality 
data revealed that young drivers were over-represented as a percentage 
of all fatal alcohol-related crashes and that the leadmg cause of death 
for youths 15 to 24 years of age was motor-vehicle crashes. Because of 
these data, state legislatures reversed the trend toward lowering their 
nummum drmkmg ages. No state has lowered its drinking age smce 
1975. (See appendix IV for a chronology of the minimum drinking-age 
issue.) 

Studies of the 
Drinking-Age Issue 

Critics of studies that evaluated the effects of lowering the drinking age 
on drivers of the ages affected by the law contended that the increasing 
accident trend for young dnvers could be explained by (1) the long-term 
trends m crash data, (2) the increasmg number of young drivers, and (3) 
the changes in police reporting practices. Limitations in the measures 
used to analyze accident outcomes were also a concern, particularly the 
presumed bias in police reports of alcohol-related crashes and the avoid- 
ance of this problem by using surrogate measures of alcohol involve- 
ment (such as “single-vehicle nighttime male drivers”). Other criticism 
pointed to the lunited use and quality of “exposure data”-that is, the 
number of drivers registered, number of miles driven, and other risk 
factors. 

Since the nud-1970’s, when many states began to raise their mmimum 
drinking ages, the introduction of comprehensive computerized data 
bases, maintained at both federal and state levels, improved the quality 
of the data used for studying highway safety. In addition, statistical 
techmques that were once the exclusive province of theoretical mathe- 
maticians have become accessible to highway safety researchers, as has 
computer software for those techniques. Some of the criticism of earlier 
studies is still voiced against the more recent studies of rarsing the 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

drinking age; however, the data bases have improved and so have the 
research designs. 

Objective, Scope, and 
Methodology 

Our objective m this study was to apply the evaluation synthesis meth- 
odology to the exlsting body of literature on the relation between min- 
irnum drinking-age laws and highway safety Our purpose was to 
examine these evaluations cntically, in order to determine their tech- 
rucal and methodological soundness and the credibility of claims that 
have been based upon them. 

The following questions for the synthesis were derived from those pro- 
posed by the chairman of the subcommittee as bemg of interest, to the 
extent we could find a related body of research: 

- 
l Does raising or lowering the mimmum drinking age result in a change in 

alcohol-related motor vehicle fatalities, injuries, and crashes among the 
age group affected by the law? 

. Does raismg or lowering the legal drinking age result in a change in bev- 
erage alcohol consumption among the age group affected by the law? 

Other areas of interest to the subcommittee, provided they were suffi- 
ciently addressed in the literature, were the following: 

. What are the displacement effects of changes in minimum drinking-age 
laws on alcohol-related crashes for young dnvers not in the age group 
affected by the law (for example, the effects of a minimum age of 18 
years on the crash experience of 16- and 17-year-old drivers)? 

. What are the effects of differmg minimum drinking-age laws on those 
who are affected by the law but reside in proximate jurisdictions (so- 
called “blood borders”)? 

l What are the long-term effects of changes in mimmum drinking-age laws 
on the age groups affected by the law? 

l How do the effects of lowered drinking-age laws compare with the 
effects of raised drmkmg-age laws? 

. What 1s the magnitude of the effect of changes in minimum drinking-age 
laws on the age groups affected by the law? 

The synthesis resulted in the identification of a body of literature 
totaling more than 400 documents related to the issues of interest. We 
determined that these documents included 82 evaluations of the effects 
of changmg the minimum drinking age. Thirty-three of the evaluations 
were directed at the issue of lowenng the drmking age, no longer policy- 
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Introduction 

related, and are summarized in chapter 6. The remaining 49 evaluations 
of rarsing the drinking age were reviewed first separately and then 
jointly by a muumurn of three researchers, to ensure that they met our 
minimum threshold criteria for appropriate research prior to synthe- 
sizing the results. (The bibliography at the end of this report lists the 
studies evaluating lowering the drmking age separately from those eval- 
uating raising it .) 

The second phase of work and the methodology checklist requested in 
the chauman’s letter were elimmated after discussion with the office of 
the subcommittee. 

Figure 1.1 reconciles the synthesis questions with the evaluation litera- 
ture. The questions we were asked to address and the chapters in which 
they appear in the report are indicated on the left side of the figure. 
Each chapter addresses two to six subquestions that relate to the rae- 
vant question evaluated in each study. Our process of screening the 
body of literature related to the subject appears on the right side of the 
figure. Some studies that met our mimmum-threshold cntena addressed 
more than one question and, therefore, some studies are discussed in 
several chapters. (See appendix V for a matrix showing the relationshrp 
between the questions we posed and the evaluations we synthesized.) 
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chapter 1 
Introdnetion 

Figure 1 .l: Reconciliation of Our Synthesis QuestIons and the Evaluation Literature 
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dThese numbers do not always equal the total number of studies wtthm or between chapters since 
some evaluations considered more than one question 
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chapter 1 
Introduction 

Since the results of our analysis rely on the quality of data and analyt- 
ical work in the evaluations we reviewed, we examme the methodolog- 
ical bases for this work m chapter 2. To aid the reader in examining our 
conclusions, we present a detailed discussion of our study search proce- 
dures and methodology (including our minimum-threshold criteria) in 
appendix VI (Our data collection instruments and summary rating sheet 
are in appendixes VII and VIII.) A general review of the evaluation syn- 
thesis methodology is presented in GAO'S The Evaluation Synthesis 
(Institute for Program Evaluation, Methods Paper 1, April 1983). 

We solicited comments from the Department of Transportation on a 
draft of this report. In D&S response, it commended GAO for its excellent 
report and indicated no objection to the report’s publication. Where 
appropriate, we incorporated mmor changes suggested by DOT. The full 
text of nor’s comments appears in appendix IX. 
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Chapter 2 

Measures of Outcome 

To assist the reader in understanding the body of literature being syn- 
thesized m chapters 3 through 6, we discuss the potential effects of a 
change in the drinking age and different measures used to assess the 
change. It is generally acknowledged that drinking-age laws do not 
affect traffic accidents directly but are mediated by a variety of inter- 
vening variables. A simplified conceptual model of the potential mter- 
mediate and long-term effects of the legislative change is presented m 
figure 2.1. 
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Measures of Outcome 

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Model Linking a 
Minimum Drinking-Age Law With 
Highway Safety Outcomes 
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Chapter 2 
Measures of Outcome 

The model depicts how changes m the legal drmking age interact with 
other factors, such as marketing practices and changes in the availa- 
bility of alcohol, to influence drinkmg-and-dnvmg behavior. The evalua- 
tions we reviewed focused on traffic accidents as an indicator of this 
behavior and, to a lesser extent, on patterns in alcohol consumption. 
Few of the authors whose work we reviewed discussed any theoretical 
premise upon which to base then studies of the drinking age. Using a 
varrety of measures, most tested directly for a relationship between the 
legal drinking age and crash experience or alcohol consumption. 

Various empu-ical measures were used to evaluate the effect of changing 
the minimum drinkmg age on the highway safety outcomes m figure 2.1. 
observations of shifts in the number of traffic accidents, patterns of 
alcohol consumption, and the driving-after-drinking practices of the 
group granted or demed the right to purchase alcohol by the law over a 
period of time that included the law change. 

Classification of 
Studies by Outcome 
Category 

We classified each study we reviewed according to one of several out- 
come categories addressed by the evaluation. Studies that addressed 
more than one outcome, such as crashes involving both rqjury and fatah- 
ties, will be discussed more than once in the chapter on traffic accidents 
and may also appear m one of the other chapters. 

The mqority of the studies we reviewed examined traffic accidents, 
evaluating the effects of the law change in a variety of ways. 
Researchers measured the influence of alcohol on the crash experience 
of drivers in the age groups affected both directly and indirectly by the 
law for four categones of outcome: 

. “Driver fatal crashes,” or the outcome of a change in the law on the 
number of dnvers in the age group who were directly affected by the 
law and involved in a motor vehicle crash m which one or more persons 
died from causes directly related to the crash, although the dnver need 
not have been one of the victuns. Crashes of this type are important to 
evaluate, but they are considered rare events. Thus, identifying a signif- 
icant effect attributable to a law change can be confounded by large 
random vacations in the number of fatalities from month to month or 
year to year, particularly in states with small populations. 

l “Driver fatal or injury crashes,” or the outcome of a change in the law 
on the number of dnvers in the age group directly affected by the law 
and involved in a motor vehicle crash m which one or more persons died 
or were injured from causes directly related to the crash, although the 
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driver need not have been one of the casualties. Including in this cate- 
gory crashes in which there were no fatalities 1s important, because 
other factors such as the use of seat belts and the srze of a car can affect 
whether an alcohol-related crash results in a death. 

. “Driver crashes,” or the outcome of a change in the law on drivers in the 
age group directly affected by the law who were involved in motor 
vehicle crashes that caused property damage. This outcome is the most 
inclusive, because it not only includes traffic accidents that caused inju- 
ries but may also include accidents that resulted only in property 
damages. 

. “Driver injury crashes,” or the outcome of a change in the law on 
drivers in the age group directly affected by the law who were involved 
m motor vehicle crashes that resulted in mjuries to the driver or passen- 
gers. This category is a less-sensitive measure of outcome that can be 
attributed to the law change, because it includes more accidents that are 
unrelated to alcohol use than might be expected from drivers involved 
in crashes in which there is a fatality. 

A fifth outcome category, reported in the studies reviewed, was total 
crash fatalities. Unlike the four other outcome categories, which consid- 
ered as the unit of measure only whether the driver was in the directly 
affected age group, the crash fatality outcome considers as the umt of 
measure each crash victim among the age group affected by the law, 
regardless of a driver’s age or level of intoxication. Studies measuring 
the fatality outcome are not concerned with the circumstances of a 
crash, whether rt was alcohol-related, and in some cases the age of the 
drivers mvolved. 

Two other outcomes we examined were 

l the amount of consumption, or changes in the frequency and quantity of 
alcohol consumed associated with a change in the law, and 

l the incidence of driving after drinking, or a change m drrving-after- 
drinking practices associated with a change m the law. 

According to the model m figure 2.1, the link between changes in the 
nunrmum drmking age and traffic accidents is separated by a varrety of 
intervenmg variables, mcludmg the availability of alcohol and drivmg 
after drmking. Changes in the availability of alcohol to a given popula- 
tion are expected to have an effect on driving after drmking in that pop- 
ulation, which, m turn, should affect the frequency of its involvement in 
alcohol-related crashes. Legal drinking-age restrictions will, therefore, 
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have some effect on the availability of alcohol but so will different 
aspects of public pohcy and the private market for alcoholic beverages. 

The empirical evidence supportmg an effect for separate mtervening 
variables in the model is limited. The studies we reviewed attempted to 
evaluate shifts in the frequency and quantity of alcohol consumed by 
the relevant age group, before and after a change in the drinking age, 
primarily through survey techniques and aggregate alcohol sales 
figures. Self-reported surveys were also used to identify shifts in the 
pattern of driving after drmking that could be attributed to changes in 
the mmimum drinkmg age. 

Measures of Alcohol- 
Related Traffic 
Accidents 

Most studies that evaluated the effects of changes in the nummum 
drinkmg age on the involvement of drivers in traffic accidents 
attempted to directly or indirectly focus on accidents in which a ariver 
was under the influence of alcohol. The direct method relies on police 
reports on the impairment of the drivers involved in a crash. The indl- 
rect method relies on selective charactenstics of a crash, such as time of 
day, to serve as a predictor or surrogate indicator of alcohol. A few 
studies did not attempt to measure the influence of alcohol on dnvers 
but instead assumed that a deviation from normal crash trends among 
the age group affected by the law could reasonably be attributed to a 
change m the drmking age. All studies relied on crash data maintained 
through either the federal fatal-accident reporting system or state 
records. 

Procedures for reportmg the influence of alcohol on a driver’s involve- 
ment m traffic accidents can take two possible routes: (1) through police 
observations that the driver had been drinking and (2) through coro- 
ners’ reports, in cases in which the driver’s blood-alcohol level was 
tested after death. Official police reports of accidents rely on either the 
impression of the mvestigatmg officer or the results of breath tests to 
determine the intoxication of the driver at the time of the crash. The 
presence of alcohol can also be determined by a coroner’s or medical 
exammer’s extraction, analysis, and reportmg of alcohol content in the 
blood of one or more drivers who died in the crash. 

Reporting alcohol involvement m crashes gives the most drrect mdlca- 
tion of driving after drinking; however, it has been criticized as biased in 
one form or another. Police observations of apparent intoxlcatlon on the 
part of one or more drivers is a subjective Judgment influenced by the 
officer’s perception of impairment, conditions under which the crash 
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took place, and pressure to report drunk drivers. For example, studies of 
alcohol-related crash reports suggest that compared to blood-alcohol 
tests, police Judgment of the level of a driver’s mtoxication is correct 
approximately half the time. 

Several surrogates for alcohol involvement in traffic accidents have 
been used to circumvent such bias. A common indirect measure uses a 
three-factor surrogate (IFS), which is based on the crash characteristics 
of time of day-that is, nighttime-sex of the driver-that is, male- 
and the number of vehicles involved m the crash-that is, a single 
vehicle. The 3~s has proven to be a fairly consistent predictor of alcohol- 
related crashes, because it has been determmed that there is approxi- 
mately a 53-percent to 63-percent probability that male drivers m the 
age group affected by the law who are mvolved m nighttime single- 
vehicle crashes are under the influence of alcohol. However, surrogate 
measures are reliable only to the extent that the ratio of alcohol-related 
surrogates to the total class of surrogates remains constant. - 

Measures of Survey techniques and the use of alcohol sales figures are the two pri- 

Consumption and 
mar-y approaches to determming the alcohol consumption rate for a spe- 
cific population of interest. A specific age group can be surveyed 

Driving After Drinking through one of a variety of sampling and interviewmg techmques to 
determine the frequency and quantity of alcohol consumed by this 
group. Self-reported surveys can also be used to identify shifts m pat- 
terns of drivmg after drinking. These survey techniques can provide 
useful information; however, there has been some controversy over 
whether a shift in reported consumption should be attributed to changes 
m the drinking age or to changes m social norms and drinking practices 
that would have occurred m the absence of a law change. 

The other approach to determining alcohol consumption rate involves 
tracking alcohol sales figures over a period of time covermg a change m 
the minimum drmkmg age. Data on alcohol sales can be obtamed 
through either state taxation agencies or various alcoholic beverage 
associations. The major study limitation is that these data are not disag- 
gregated across subgroups of the population below the state level. In 
other words, it is difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate changes in the 
consumption level of the age group affected by the law because these 
data are not available. 
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Introduction In identifying and examining studies that evaluated the effects of 
raismg the nummum drmking age on fatalities, injuries, and crashes 
among those in the age groups affected by the law across states and m 
selected states, we determined that 14 of 32 studies met our nummum 
threshold criteria. Studies suitable for synthesis were dispersed across 
five categories of outcome. For the “driver fatal” outcome, studies were 
conducted at both the national and state levels. 

Variations Between 
Categories and Study 
Results 

In each outcome category, the number of studies that met our mimmum 
criteria varied, and so did the effects they observed. Categories varied 
m depth of support, from 9 studies of age group affected by the law m 
fatal crashes to 1 study evaluatmg “driver injury” crashes. The effects 
observed between studies differed, and so did the results withm studies. 
For example, m one multiple state study, the effects of the law change 
ranged from a 75-percent reduction for one state to a 14-percent- 
mcrease in another state, using the same outcome measure. Selected 
state studies of the effect that changing the legal drinking age had on 
drivers m the relevant age group were limited to Florida, Illinois, Iowa, 
Mame, Massachusetts, Michigan, and New York. However, crash data 
from most states that rarsed the legal drinking age were assessed in at 
least one multiple state study. 

Differences Between 
Studies 

Variations in study results within each traffic accident category 
stemmed from differences in study location, study design, analysis 
methods, and outcome measures. Variations in the geographical area 
studied can be associated with varrations in demographics, road and 
weather conditions, law enforcement practices, and the quality of state 
data on crashes. These factors, in turn, can affect the outcome measure 
and confound the effects of drinking-age laws. Study designs ranged 
from a simple before-and-after intervention approach to lengthy time- 
series; analysis methods included a mixture of chi-square analysis, ratio 
compansons, regression models, and Box-Jenkins time-series analysis. 
Finally, the mfluence of alcohol on drivers in the relevant age group, 
when considered, was measured directly (for example, with the “had 
been drinkmg” measure) or mdirectly (for example, with the three- 
factor surrogate) for various categories of outcome, mcluding those con- 
cerned with drivers involved in crashes that resulted in death, imury, or 
property damage. 
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The State of We identified far more studies that met our minimum threshold criteria 

Evaluation Research on 
for the traffic-accident outcome than for other reported research areas. 
In addition, almost as many studies met our minimum cnteria as did not. 

Traffic Accidents These latter studies were eliminated from our synthesis for several rea- 
sons, including contammation of study results by merging affected and 
unaffected age groups together in the analysis and failure to factor out 
the differences between groups attributable to the law change from the 
total differences between groups. Table 3.1 gives the number of studies 
identified for each outcome category. 

Table 3.1: Number of Traffic-Accident 
Studies by Crash Outcome 

Crash outcome category 
“Driver fatal” 

Across states 
Selected states 

Number of studies 
Threshold Threshold 

met not met 

4 
5 2 

Total 

IX 

“Driver fatal or w-wry” 4 1-5 

“Dnver” 4 4 8 

“Driver wwrv” 1 1 2 
Total fatall?ies 

Total 
1 4 5 

19 2v 39O 

aThese figures differ from the total of 14 studtes that met our threshold cntena and the 18 that did not, 
because some studies addressed more than one outcome 

“Driver Fatal” Crashes 
Across States 

We identified 9 studies that evaluated the effect of raising the drmking 
age on “driver fatal” crash involvements across states. We found that 4 
studies met our nummum threshold cnteria. Arnold (1985), DuMouchel 
et al. (1985), Hoskin et al. (1986), and Wilhams et al. (1983). The studies 
ranged in scope from Williams’ g-state study to DuMouchel’s study of 26 
states. Each study evaluated the effect of changing the law on 18-, 19-, 
and 20-year-olds, in most cases using several years of crash data before 
and after the minimum drmking age was raised. Table 3.2 describes 
these studies. 
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Table 3.2: The Features of Four Studies on “Driver Fatal” Crashes Across States 
Feature Arnold (1985)O DuMouchel et al. (1 985)b Hoskin et al. (1 98S)c 
Study period 1975-82 1975-84 1977-80 

Williams et al. (1 983)d 
January 1975 to 
September 1980 

Location 

Design charactenstlcs 

Outcome measure 

Age group affected 

Controls 

13 states 26 states 10 states 9 states 

l-6 years before and I-5 2-9 years before and l-8 2-5 years before and 2-5 l-4 years before and l-3 
years after, companng years after, using years after, comparing years after, comparing 
ratios regression models ratios ratios 

“Driver fatal” crashes, Drivers involved In Drivers Involved In single- Drivers involved In 
averaged or pooled nighttime fatal crashes, vehicle nighttime fatal nighttime fatal crashes, 
across states averaged across states crashes, averaged across averaged, pooled, or 

states aggregated across states 

18-20 years 18-20 years 18-20 years 18-20 years 
Up to 23-years old, kense 48 states, 12 regions, day 2529-years-old& license Up to 21 years old, 9 
rate crashes rate matched states, multiple 

crashes 

‘Robert D Arnold, Effect of Ralslng the Legal Dnnklng Age on Driver Involvement in Fatal Cmhes The 
Experience of Thirteen States (Washington, D C National Center for Statistics and Analysq November 
1985) 

bWllllam A DuMouchel et al , Raising the Alcohol Purchase Age Its Effect on Fatal Motor Crashes In 26 
States (Washington, D C Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, December 1985) 

CAlan F Hoskm et al “The Effect of Raising the Legal Mintmum Drinking Age on Fatal Crashes In Ten 
States,” National Safety Council, Chrcago, III, January 24, 1986 

dAllan F WIlltams et al , “The Effect of Raising the Legal Minimum Drinking Age on Involvement In Fatal 
Crashes,” The Journal of Legal Studies, 12 (1983), 169-79 

“Driver Fatal” Crashes in 
Selected States 

Ten studies assessed the effects of raising the drinking age on “driver 
fatal” crashes for the relevant age groups in individual states. We found 
that 5 of the studies met our minimum threshold criteria. Emery (1983), 
Florida (1983), Hingson et al. (1983), Lillis et al. (1984), and Schroeder 
and Meyer (1983). The studies applied various designs and measures of 
outcome to evaluate crash data in Iowa, Florida, Massachusetts, New 
York, and Illmois, respectively. Table 3.3 describes these studies. 
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Table 3.3: The Features of Five Studies on “Driver Fatal” Crashes in Selected States 
Hin son et al. Schroeder and 

Feature Emery (1983) Florida (1 983)b (1913) Lillis et al. (1 984)d Meyer (1983)’ 
Study period 1975-81 October 1979 to April 1976 to Apnl December 1981 to 1977-82 

Seotember 1981 1981 December 1983 

Location 

Design 
characteristics 

Iowa Florida Massachusetts New York Illinois 

3 years before and 3 1 year before and 1 3 years before and 2 1 year before and 1 
years after year after, using chi- years after, using year after 

square analysis analysis of variance 

3 years before and 3 
years after, using chi- 
square analysis and z 
tests 

Outcome measure “Driver fatal” crashes “Driver fatal” crashes “Driver fatal” crashes 
in which driver had in which driver had 
been drinking been drinking, 

averaged over 3 
years 

“Driver fatal” crashes 
and male drivers 
involved in single- 
vehicle nighttime 
fatal crashes, 
aggregated over 3 
Years 

“Driver fatal” crashes 
and drivers Involved 
In single-vehicle 
nighttime fatal 
crashes 

Age group affected 
Controls 

18 years 
19-20-year-olds , 2 l- 
year-olds and over 

18-19 years 18-19 years 18 years 19-20 years - 

20-year-olds and 18- and 19-year-olds 19-20syear-olds, 20. 21 -year-olds and 
over, 21 -year-o&i In New York year-olds and over, over, license rate 
and over, license rate license rate 

aJoyce Emery, “Young Drinking Drivers Involved In Fatal Crashes,” Statewide Problem ldentlflcation for 
F Y 1984 Highway Safety Plan (Des Momes, Iowa Governor’s Hlghway Safety Office, 1983) 

bFlorlda Department of Community Affairs, Bureau of Highway Safety, Relation of the Legal Drinking 
Age to Young Dnvers’ Involvement In Traffic Accidents (Tallahassee, Fla -- March 1983) 

‘Ralph W Hmgson et al , “Impact of Legislation Raising the Legal Drinking Age tn Massachusetts from 
18 to 20,” American Journal of Public Health, 73 2 (19@3), 163-70 

dRobert P LIIIIS et al , “Special Policy Consideration In Raising the MInImum Drinking Age Border 
Crossing by Young Drivers,” paper presented at the National Alcoholism Forum, Detroit, Mlch , April 12. 
15,1984 

‘Joyce K Schroeder and E Dewayne Meyer, Influence of Raising the Legal Drinking Age In llllnols 
(Springfield, Ill lllmols Department of Transportation, Dwlsion of Traffic Safety, December 1983) 

“Driver Fatal or Injury” 
Crashes 

Five studies addressed the effect of raising the drinking age on “dnver 
fatal or injury” crash mvolvements. Four studies met our minimum 
threshold criteria without any methodological limitations: Florida 
(1983), Llllis et al. (1984), Wagenaar et al. (1981), and Wagenaar (1984). 
The Wagenaar evaluations of Mame and Michigan crash data relied on 
multiple time-series models, whereas the studies of Florida and New 
York data used more strarghtforward before-and-after intervention 
analysis. The introduction of time-senes analysis in this category helped 
rule out more alternative explanations for postulated causal relation- 
ships than other methods of analysis. Table 3.4 describes these four 
studies. 
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Table 3.4: The Features of Four Studies on “Driver Fatal or Injury” Crashes 
Feature Florrda (1983)O Lillis et al. (1 984)b Wagenaar et al. (1981)c Wagenaar (1984)d 
Study penod October 1979 to December 1981 to 

September 1981 
January 1972 to January 1975 to 

December 1983 December 1979 December 1983 
Location 

Design charactenstics 

Outcome measure 

Flonda New York Maine and Mlchlgan Michtgan 

1 year before and 1 year 1 year before and 1 year 
after, using chl-square after 

Time-series, using Box- Time-series, using Box- 

analysis 
Jenkins analysis Jenkins analysis 

“Driver fatal or Injury” “Driver fatal or injury” “Driver fatal or Injury” 
crashes in whtch driver 

“Driver fatal or Injury” 
crashes in which driver crashes in which driver crashes In which driver 

had been dnnklng had been drinking had been drinking and had been drinking and 
male dnvers Involved In male drivers Involved In 
single-vehicle nighttime single-vehicle nighttIme 
fatal or inlurv crashes fatal or lniurv crashes 

Age group affected 

Controls 

18-l 9 years 

20-year-olds and over, 
license rate 

18 years 18-l 9 years in Maine and 18-20 years 
Michigan 

19-20-year-old% 20-year- Older ages, New York and 
olds and over, license rate Pennsylvania, day 

21-year-olds andzver, 
population 

crashes, nonalcohol 
crashes 

aFlorrda Department of Community Affairs, Bureau of Hlghway Safety, Relation of the Legal Drinking 
Age to Young Dnvers’ Involvement In Traffic Accidents (Tallahassee, Fla -- March 1983) 

bRobert P LIIIIS et al , “Special Pokey Consideratton rn Rarsrng the Minimum Dnnking Age Border 
Crossmg by Young Dnvers,” paper presented at the National Alcoholism Forum, Detrort, Mrch , Apnl 12. 
15,1934 

‘Alexander C Wagenaar et al , Rarsrng the Legal Dnnkrng Age In Mlchtgan and Maine Frnal Rep& (Ann 
Arbor, Mrch Unrversrty of Mrch~rghwaySafetyRese%%%%, 1331) 

dAlexander C Wagenaar, “Effects of Minrmum Dnnking Age on Alcohol-Related Traffic Crashes The 
Mrchrgan Experience Five Years Later,” in H Holder (eds ), Control Issues In Alcohol Abuse Preventron 
mgres for States and Communrtles (Greenwich, Conn JAI Press, forthcommg) 

“Driver” Crashes We identified eight studies that attempted to assess the effects of raising 
the drinking age on “driver” crash mvolvements. Data for Illmois, 
Maine, and Michigan were evaluated by four studies that met our min- 
imum threshold crrteria: Klein (1981), Maxwell (1981), Schroeder and 
Meyer (1983), and Wagenaar et al. (1981). (Klein and Wagenaar et al. 
studied Maine, and Maxwell and Schroeder and Meyer studied Illinois.) 
In most cases, a Box-Tiao or Box-Jenkins time-series analysis was used 
to evaluate surrogate indicators of alcohol-related crashes. Table 3.5 
describes these studies. 
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Table 3.5: The Features of Four Studies on “Driver” Crashes 

Feature Klein (1981)’ 
Study period 1974-79 

Maxwell (1 981)b 
1977-80 

Schroeder and Meyer 
(1 983)c 
1977-82 

Wagenaar et al. (1981)d 
January 1972 to 
December 1979 

Location 

Design characteristics 

Outcome measure 

Maine 

Time-series, using Box- 
Tlao analysis 

Male drivers involved In 
nighttime crashes and 
single-vehicle nighttime 
crashes 

Illinois 

Time-series, using Box- 
Tlao analysis 

Male drivers involved In 
single-vehicle nighttime 
crashes 

Illinois Maine and Michigan 

3 years before and 3 years Time-series, using Box- 
after, using chl-square Jenkins analysis 
analysis 
Male drivers involved In Male drivers Involved in 
single-vehicle nighttime single-vehicle nighttime 
crashes crashes and driver had 

been dnnkmq 
Age group affected 

Controls 

18-l 9 years 19-20 years 19-20 years 18-19 years in Maine, 18- 
20 years In Michigan 

20-year-olds, 21-year-olds 21-22-year-olds and over 21 -year-olds and over, Older ages in New York 
and over, day crashes, license rate and Pennsylvania, day 
license rate crashes, nonalcohol- 

crashes 

aTerry M Klem, The Effect of Ralslng the Minimum Legal Dnnking AQe on Traffic Accidents tn the State 
of Maine (Washmgton, D C National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1981) 

bDelmas M Maxwell, Impact Analysis of the Raised Legal Drinking Age In llllnols (Washington, D C -- 
National Highway Traffic Safety AdminIstration, 1981) 

‘Joyce K Schroeder and E Dewayne Meyer, Influence of Raising the Legal MInImum Drinking Age in 
m (Spnngfleld, III llllnois Department of Transportahon, Division of Traffic Safety, December 1983) 

dAlexander C Wagenaar et al , Raising the Legal Dnnkrng Age tn Michigan and Mame Final Report (Ann ----~ 
Arbor, Mlch University of Michigan, Highway Safety Research Institute, 1981) 

“Driver Injury” Crashes We were able to identify 2 studies that evaluated driver involvement m 
crashes that were restricted to injuries wrthout death. The Florida 
Bureau of Highway Safety study (1983) met our minimum threshold CII- 
teria, but we eliminated the other study from our synthesis for several 
reasons. The study period m the Florida study was October 1979 to Sep- 
tember 1981; all the data were from Florida for 1 year before and 1 year 
after, using chi-square analysis. The age group affected was 18-19 years 
old, and the controls were 20-year-olds and older others plus the license 
rate. 

Total Crash Fatalities We identified 5 studies that evaluated the effect of raismg the drinking 
age on total crash fatalities for age groups affected by changes m the 
law. The Saffer and Grossman 1985 study was the only evaluation that 
met our muumum threshold criteria. The design of this study was sound; 
however, methodologically it differed from all other evaluations of 
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traffic-accident data in that the analysis focused on the age of the victim 
rather than the age of the driver. The Saffer and Grossman study period 
covered the 48 contiguous states. They based their research on a time- 
series of state cross-sections for 1975-81. The outcome measure was 
crash fatalities pooled across the 48 states for youths 18-20 years old. 
The controls were a group 21-24 years old and the license rate. 

Results of Synthesis We synthesized the results of 14 evaluations addressing five outcome 
categories and found that even though the evaluations differed in study 
location, design, analysis method, and outcome measure, the direction 
and often the magnitude of effects attributable to changes in the 
drinking age were generally similar. Statistically significant reductions 
(at a probability less than .05) in traffic accidents for the relevant age 
group were observed in almost every state evaluated. Caution should be 
used, however, in comparing study results between states and accident 
categories. In particular, study results are influenced by the selection of 
outcome measure and the geographical location of the study. Results 
also vary somewhat between studies that give percentage change as 
either a net reduction or an actual reduction. For example, if measures 
of crash data show declines for 18-year-old drivers affected by the law 
of 10 percent and increases of 2 percent in this outcome measure for 21- 
year-olds, who are not affected, the net reduction for the age group 
affected would be 12 percent. 

“Driver Fatal” Crashes 
Across States 

Four multiple state studies of the effects of raising the drinking age on 
“driver fatal” crash involvements found crash reductions for age groups 
affected by the law during their study periods. The studies applied 
alternative design approaches to analyze various measures of “driver 
fatal” crashes and then averaged or pooled the effects across states. 
Their findings of reductions ranged from 5 percent (Hoskin et al., 1986) 
to 28 percent (Williams et al., 1983). Most mdividual states making up 
the pool of states evaluated in each study observed statistically signifi- 
cant reductions m this category; however, there were some exceptions. 
For example, in the Arnold (1985) study, Georgia, Iowa, and Maine 
exhibited a net percentage increase in “driver fatal” crashes for the age 
groups affected by the law during the study period. 

We took a closer look at the multiple state studies in which the results of 
analyses of some states’ crash data did not follow the typical downward 
trend in “driver fatal” crashes observed in other states and found sev- 
eral reasons for these exceptions. In Arnold’s study of 13 states, 3 states 
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showed increases in “driver fatal” crashes but none of the results 
proved to be statistically significant. In the Hoskin et al. study of 10 
states, Maine was found to have a statistically sigmficant, 2-percent 
higher rate of “driver fatal” crashes. In less populous states such as 
Maine, however, analysis usmg small numbers (such as the number of 
drivers in the age group affected by the law in fatal crashes each year) 
can be distorted by one or two exceptional accidents during a study 
period, so that important treatment effects can be indistinguishable 
from chance outcomes. Analysis using even smaller numbers (such as 
drivers in the age group affected by the law involved in nighttime fatal 
crashes) for Montana may be the reason behind the statistically signifi- 
cant net percentage increase m fatal crashes observed in the Williams et 
al. study. Figure 3.1 summarizes these studies on “driver fatal” crashes. 
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Figure 3.1: “Drwer Fatal” Crashes Across States 

Fatal crashes pooled across states 
,b 

13 states (Arnola 1085) 

&ghttlme fatal crashes averaged 
across states 

9 states (Wtlllams el al 1983p 

Sngle-vehicle nrghttlme fatal crashes 
averaged across states 

b 
10 states (Hosklr et dl 13861 a 

-28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 a 12 16 20 24 28 

Percenl change 

“Robert D Arnold Effect of Ralstng the Legal Dnnktng Age on Driver Involvement In Fatal Crashes -- - 
The Experience of Thirteen States (Washington D C Natlonal Center for Statlstlcs and Analysis 
November 1985) 

“Represents a net reduction in the outcome measure Each percentage decrease IS an estimated 
effect wlthln a range of effects gtven at or above the 95 percent confidence level 

LWllllam A DuMouchel et al Ralslng ‘he Alcohol Purchase Age Its Effect on Fatal Motor Vehicle 
Crashes In 26 States (WashIngton D C Insurance Institute for Hlghway Safety December 1985) 

‘Each percen!age decrease IS an estimated effect wlthln a range of effects given at or above the 
95percent confidence ‘eve1 

eAllan F WIlllams et al The Effect of Ralslng the Legal MInImum Drlnklng Age on Involvement In 
Fatal Crashes The Journal of Legal Studies 12 (1983) 169 79 

‘Alan F Hoskln et al The Effect of Ralslng the Legal MInImum Drlnklng Age on Fatal Crashes In 
Ten States National Safety Council Chicago I// January 24 1986 

“Driver Fatal” Crashes in 
Selected States 

Evaluations of “driver fatal” crash involvements for the relevant age 
groups were conducted for Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, and 
New York. Applying various methods of analysis to different measures, 
4 state studies found statistically significant reductions in the number of 
crashes attributable to older drinking ages. Effects observed in each 
state during separate study periods ranged from a l-percent reduction 
m “driver fatal” crashes in Massachusetts to approximately a 35-per- 
cent reduction in “driver had been drinkmg fatal” crashes in New York. 
The 1983 Hingson et al. study of Massachusetts data and Emery’s 1983 
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analysis of Iowa data were the only studies that did not show statisti- 
cally significant effects for each outcome measure evaluated, although 
reductions were observed. Figure 3.2 summanzes the findings. 

Figure 3.2: “Driver Fatal” Crashes in Five States 

Fatal crashes 

Florlda (FlorIda 1983p 

Illinois (Schroeder and Meyer 1983)’ 

Massachusetts (Hlngson et al 1983)O 

‘Driver had been drinking fatal ’ 
crashes 

Iowa (Emery 198W 

New York (LIIIIs et al folhcornlrg)’ 

Male driver single-vehicle nlghttlme fatal 
Crashes 

tllinoib (Schroeder and Meyer 1983), 

Stngle-vehicle nlghttlme fatal crashes 

Massachusetts (Hlngson et al 19831( 

Ib 
IL” 

P 

I---- 
-36 -32 -28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -0 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 20 32 36 

Percent change 

“FlorIda Department of Community Affairs Bureau of HIghway Safety Relation of the Legal Drlnklng 
Age to Young Drivers Involvement in Traffic Accidents (Tallahassee Fla March 1983) -- 

hRepresen(s a net reduction In this outcome measure 

‘Joyce K Schroeder and E Dewayne Meyer Influence of Ralsng !he Legal Mlnlpum Drlnklng 4ge 
In Illlnots (Sprlnglield Ill llllnols Department of Transoortatlon Dlvlslon of Traf‘lc Safe*v Dece&r- 
1983) 

“Ralph W Hlngson et al Impact of Leglslatlon Ralslng the Legal Drinking Age in 
Massachusetts from 18 to 20 American Journal of Public Health 73 2 (1983) 163-70 

“Joyce Emery Young Drtnktng Dllvers Involved 111 Fa!al Crashes StatewIde Problem ldenfif~cat~on 
for F Y 1984 Highway Safety Plan (Des Moines Iowa Governors HIghbay Safety Office 1983) --- 

‘Robert P LIIIIS ct al Tht, ltrlpacl tif lh? 19 Yk:dr Cld Drinking Age I” Nti+~ York T H Holder :eC I Control 
Issues IV Alcohol Abuse Prever>l 0’1 Slrafqci ic\r Srdles and C~mmun~f~es (Grrenwlch Corm JAI Press 
lorlhcoirxngl 
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“Driver Fatal or Injury” 
Crashes 

Four studies of “driver fatal injury” crash evolvements found reduc- 
tions among those affected by the law in this category after the min- 
imum drinking age was raised in each state. Analyses of data for 
Florida, Michigan, and New York showed statistically slgmficant reduc- 
tions rangmg from about 10 percent in New York to 28 percent in Mich- 
igan. The measure of alcohol involvement in each study was based on 
either a reported incidence of drinking or a 1981 three-factor surrogate 
measure. For Mame, Wagenaar et al. (1981) found a statistically insig- 
nificant, slight increase m the had-been-drinking measure; however, 
reductions in magnitude and direction sunilar to those in other studies m 
this category were observed when the authors applied a three-factor 
surrogate measure to the Maine data. Figure 3.3 summarrzes the 
findings. 
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Figure 3.3: “Driver Fatal or Injury” Crashes in Four States 

’ Driver had been dnnkq 
fatal or injgy’ crashes 

Florida (Florlua 1983)” 

Maine (Wagenaar et al 19811 

Michigan (Wagenaar et at 1981)’ 

Michigan (Wagenaai t~)r:hmrrlingi’l -. _ 

,b 

New York (LIIIIs et al forthcon,lng)e 

Male driver single-vehicle nighttime 
fatal or Injury crashes *- 

Maine (Wagenaar et al 1981)’ 

Michigan (Wagenaar et al 198 1)’ 

Mlchlgan (Wagenaar IdrIhmmni))L’ 

Ib 
Ib 
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Percent change 

‘Florlda Department of Commurllfy Affairs Bureau of Hlghway Safety Relation of the Legal 
Drlnklng Age to Young Drivers Involvement In Traffic Acclden!s (Tallahassee Fla Marchl983) --- 

“Represents a net reduction in driver fatal or injury crashes 

CAlexander C Wagenaar et al Raising the Legal Drlnklng Age In Mlchlgan and Maine Ftnal Report ---A- - 
(Ann Arbor Mlch University of Mlchlgan Highway Safety Research Institute 1981) 

‘Alexander C Wagenaar Effects of MIntmum Drlnklng Age on Alcohol Related Traffic Crashes 
The Mlchlgan Experience Five Years Later In H Holder (ed ) Control Issues In Alcohol Abuse 
PreventIon Straiegles for States and Communltles (Greenwlch Conn JAI Press fort?comlng~ 

eRobert P L~llk et al T’le Impact ot the 19 Year 0112 Drlnklng Age in New York In H Holder ;ed ) Control 
Issues in Alcohol Abuse PreventIon Slralegles for States ana Cornmun~r~es (Greerwlch Conr JAI Press 
lorthcornlngi 

“Driver” Crashes Four studies of “driver” crash involvements for age groups affected by 
changes in the law found reductions in this category after the minimum 
drinking age was rased in each state. Analyses of Illinois, Maine, and 
Michigan crash data found statistically significant reductions ranging 
from a low of about 9 percent in Illinois to 22 percent in Michigan, 
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depending on the outcome measure used. Figure 3.4 summarizes the 
findings. 

Figure 3.4: “Driver” Crashes in Three States 

Male driver single-vehicle 
_?1ghttlme crashes 
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“Delmas M Maxwell Impact Analysis of the Raised Legal Drlnklng Age in llllnois (WashIngton -- 
13 C Natlonal Hlghway Traffic Safety Admlntstratlon 1981) - 

“Joyce K Schroeder and E Dewayne Meyer Influence of Ralslng -Legal MInImum Drlnklng 
Age in llllnols (SprIngfield III llllnots Department of Transportation DIVISION of Traffic Safety December 198: -- 

‘Represents a net reduction In driver crashes 

dTerry M Klein The Effect of Ralsng the MInImum Legal Drlnktng&e on Traffic Accidents in the 
State of Maine (Washington D C NatIonal Hlghway Traffic Safety AdmInistratIon 1981) 

eAlexander C Wagenaar et al Rarslng the Legal Drlnklng Age In Michigan and Maine FInal Report 
(Ann Arbor Mich Unlverslty OfMlchlganghmtyTesearch lnstltute 1981) 

- 
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An important consideration in synthesizing the results of these studies is 
that both Maine and Illinois were the focus of two independent evalua- 
tions. In Maine, Wagenaar et al. and Klein observed similar reductions 
(about ‘22 percent and 19 percent, respectively) in “driver” crashes but 
with somewhat different surrogate measures of alcohol involvement. 
The Wagenaar et al. study differed from Klein’s evaluation m that it 
used only property damage crashes, a longer time-series, an additional 
measure of alcohol involvement, and drivers from a comparison state 
that had not changed its drinking age. The Schroeder and Meyer and 
Maxwell studies of Illinois data found similar results using the same sur- 
rogate measure of alcohol involvement (about 11 percent and 9 percent, 
respectively). Thus, the independent verification of the two states’ expe- 
nences in raising the drinking age help corroborate the positive effects 
of the change in the law in these states 

“Driver Iqjury” Crashes We found only one study that evaluated the effects of raising the 
drinking age on “driver iryury” crash involvements for the age group 
affected by the law. This Florida study observed a statistically sigmfi- 
cant net reduction of approximately 2 percent in “driver injury” crashes 
during the study period. 

Total Crash Fatalities One nationally focused study of the effects of changes in the drinku-ig 
age on total crash fatalities for age groups affected by the law found 
statistically sigmficant effects across states. Saffer and Grossman 
(1985), analyzmg national data during a period after many states raised 
their minimum dnnking ages, found a ‘I-percent average reduction in 
fatalities m states with higher drinking ages. 

Conclusions In total, the evidence is persuasive that raising the mmimum drinkmg 
age has had significant effects on reducing alcohol-related traffic acci- 
dents for the age group affected by the law. We conclude that states can 
generally expect reductions m their traffic accidents, but the magnitude 
will depend on the outcome measure evaluated and the characteristics 
of the state. This finding is supported through multiple observations of 
similar direction and, often, similar magnitude, obtained by alternative 
approaches to analyzing various measures of traffic accidents. Further 
support for our conclusion comes from the knowledge that such consis- 
tent findings rarely occur m reviews of this sort. Analyses of “driver” 
crash data also show that effects m the short-term are not restricted to 
reductions in injuries and fatalities alone but may, in our opinion, have 
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additional benefits in terms of costs associated with motor vehicle acci- 
dents not involving injury. 

We found inconclusive evidence for some of the outcome categories 
(especially total crash fatalities and “driver injury” crashes) because of 
the superficiality of support available in these categories. Generaliza- 
tions regarding average reductions to be expected on “dnver fatal” 
crashes across states can be drawn from the multiple state studies; how- 
ever, generalization regarding expected reductions in each outcome cate- 
gory cannot be made for states that were not studied. 
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Our reason for examinmg the effects of minimum drmkmg-age legisla- 
tion on consumption and on driving after drinking 1s that the latter are 
major mtervening links between a change III the law and a presumed 
effect on highway safety. (See figure 2.1 for the conceptual model 
linking drinking-age laws with highway safety outcomes.) Thus, any dis- 
cernible change in consumption as measured by self-reporting or other 
reports of driving after drmkmg will serve as an mdirect measure of the 
effect on highway safety. 

We identified 12 studies that attempted to exanune the relation between 
a raised mmimum drmkmg age and levels or frequency of consumption 
by the age groups affected by the law. Four of these 12 studies, as 
shown m table 4.1, met or exceeded our minimum threshold criteria. Of 
the 8 studies not used in the synthesis, most were rejected for more than 
one reason. The most noteworthy deficiency was the inability of_authors 
to disentangle the effect of laws setting a nummum age as they affect 
targeted versus untargeted age groups. This inability often results in a 
contaminated measure of who is affected, as when all l&year-olds to 
21-year-olds are grouped together. The result of this contamination IS to 
minimize the real effect on the relevant age group or, worse, to lead to 
an mapproprlate conclusron that the effect, if any, 1s too small to be 
statistically sigmficant. 

Table 4.1: Number of Consumption and 
Driving-After-Drinking Studtes by Number of studies 
Outcome Threshold Threshold 

Outcome met not met Total 
Consumption 4 8 12 
Dwng after drlnklng 2 1 3 

Three of the 12 studies on consumption also examined the relationship 
between a raised minimum drinking age and drivmg after drinkmg. Of 
these 3 studies, 2 met or exceeded the muumum threshold critena. 

The State of Two of the 4 evaluations of consumption were based on the same before- 

Ev&G&n Research on 
and-after youth-alcohol study conducted in New York state. They used a 
three-stage, stratified, proportionate, random sampling design to select 

Consumption 2,000 youths 16 to 20 years old. They conducted the survey unmediately 
pnor to the raising of New York’s nunimum drinking age from 18 to 19. 
About 1 year later, a second survey was conducted. 
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Separate samples were drawn from New York City (as opposed to a pri- 
mary samplmg unit of the 57 upstate New York counties.) They sampled 
New York City separately, because pnor research had shown that 
youths 16 to 20 years old there had an extremely low mcrdence of motor 
vehicle licensmg, drrvmg, and drrving after drmking. Respondents m 
both samples were asked about their alcohol consumption patterns and 
alcohol-related drivmg experiences. 

Lillis et al. (1986) presented their findings on beer purchasmg and 
dnving after dnnkmg as one part of a multiple-indicator before-and- 
after comparison design. Other measures of the effect of an increased 
purchase age were police-reported “fatal” or “imury” crashes involving 
drmkmg dnvers by age and changes m the age-specific arrest rate for 
dnving while mtoxicated by New York state police before and after the 
mcrease m legal purchase age from 18 to 19. Usmg three independent 
measures of the effects of the law change, it was possible to crossvali- 
date the findings and thereby increase confidence in the results. 

Wilhams and Lrllls (1985) also used the results of the two New York 
youth-alcohol surveys but concentrated on the 1,800 respondents 
chosen from the non-New York City counties and respondents who 
reported that they had taken a drmk at least once in their lives. After 
dlsaggregating the data by age and sex, they reported the before-and- 
after effects for the following self-reported measures of frequency and 
quantity of drinkmg: 

l drank in the last 28 days; 
. drank on at least 1 of the last 8 weekend evenings; 
l drank on at least 4 of the last 8 weekend evenings; 
. drank at least 5 drinks per occasion on weekend evemngs; 
. drank on at least 4 of the last weekend evenings and drank at least 5 

drmks per occasion. 

Z-scores for the test of proportions between the two samples were given 
for each combinatlon of age, sex, and frequency and quantity of 
drinkmg item. 

Coate and Grossman (1985) employed cross-sectional dichotomous and 
multinomml logit estunatlon models to estimate the effect of a nation- 
wade uniform minimum drinking age of 21. For a data base, they used 
the results of the second National Health and Nut&ion Examination 
Survey that was conducted between February 1976 and February 1980. 
While the sample contamed 21,000 persons between the ages of 6 
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months and 74 years, theu- study focused on the self-reported drinking 
occasions per week for 1,761 youths 16 to 21 years old in the 3 months 
before the interview. Each respondent was assigned a legal drinking age, 
which was based on the respondents’ states of residence. Respondents 
resided in 63 of the 64 nationwide sampling units. Information on the 
number of drinks consumed in total or on a typical occasion was not 
obtained. 

A problem that we note (and that Coate and Grossman also discuss) is 
the contamination of the dependent variable measure-number of 
drinkmg occasions per week in the past 3 months-by results from age 
groups not directly affected by the law. For example, raising a mm- 
unum-age law from 19 to 21 years should have some influence on the 
behavior of the 19- and 20-year-olds who are directly affected; in con- 
trast, the law should have little or less effect on 16-, 17-, and l&year- 
olds, who could not legally drink before or after the law change. Thus, 
grouping the results for youths 16-18 years old with the target age 
group, 19- and 20-year-olds, will have the effect of attenuating the 
results that would otherwise have been observed. In addition, Coate and 
Grossman further biased their findings downward by including 21-year- 
olds, a group unaffected by a law change, in the dependent variable. The 
net effect of contaminating the dependent measure is to attenuate the 
fmding, but because rt does not overstate the results, we have included 
it in the synthesis. 

Perkins and Berkowitz (1985) surveyed first-year and second-year stu- 
dents at a New York undergraduate liberal arts institution both before 
New York raised the minimum age from 18 to 19 and more than a year 
later. The 797 respondents from before and 860 after represented 
response rates of 86 percent and 90 percent, respectively. The study 
asked questions about both frequency and quantity of drinking habits. 
The results were disaggregated by age of respondent and presented m 
tabular form We have some reservations about this study as an indi- 
cator of the effectiveness of mmimum drinking-age laws, because of the 
unique characterrstlcs of the respondents and the component problem of 
generalizing from the findings to the population of all those affected by 
the law. 

Table 4.2 presents the study characteristics for the four evaluations 
addressing the consumption question. 
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Table 4.2: The Features of Four Studies on Alcohol Consumption 
?9;:, and Grossman 

Feature . Lillis et al. f19861b 
Perkins and Berkowitz 
(1965Y 

;iM&s and Lillis 
.  .  .  I  .  ~ .  I  

Study period 1976-80 1982, 1983 1982, 1984 1982,1983 

Location National probabrlrty 
samDie 

New York New York New York 

Design charactenstw 

Outcome measure 

Age group affected 
Controls 

Cross-sectional Before and after Before and after Before and after 
multinomlal loglt models 

Self-reported frequency of Self-reported purchase of Self-reported dnnking Self-reported frequency 
dnnklng, heavy, medium, beer In prior 28 days habits and attitudes and amount of 
light, or never consumption 
Vanes by state 18 years 18 years 18 years 
Age groups vary by state 17-, 19, and 20-year-olds 19- and 20-year-olds and 17-, 19s, and 20-year-olds 

older 

aDouglas Coate and Michael Grossman, “Effects of Alcohokc Beverage Prices and Legal Dnnklng Ages 
on Youth Alcohol Use Result from the Second Natlonal Health and Nutrition Examtnatlon Survey,” 
National Bureau of Economrc Research, Cambridge, Mass , October 1995 
bRobert P LIIIIS et al , “Special Pokey Consideration In Raisrng the Mtnrmum Drinking Age Border 
Crossing by Young Drivers,” paper presented at the National Alcoholism Forum, Detrort, Mrch , April 12. 
15.1984 
‘Wesley H Perkins and Alan D Berkowitz, “Attttudes and Behavioral Responses to Changes In the 
Legal Dnnktng Age tn a College Population,” paper presented at the annual conference of the Alcohol 
and Drug Problem Assoctatron, WashIngton, D C , August 18-21, 1985 
dTlmothy P Williams and Robert P LIIIIS, “Changes In Alcohol Consumption by Eighteen Years Olds 
Followtng an Increase in New York State’s Purchase Age to Nineteen,” paper presented at the Nattonal 
Councrl on Alcoholism, National Alcohoksm Forum, Washington, D C , April 18-21, 1985 

Studies of the effect of raising minimum dnnking-age laws are not as 
persuasive as the evaluations we synthesized in the prior chapter. The 
evidence, however, leads us to conclude that there 1s an inverse relation- 
ship between the minimum age and consumption. That is, the studies we 
reviewed showed a relationship between an increase in the minimum age 
and a decrease in the frequency and amount of drmking for the relevant 
age groups. 

There are two reasons for our caution in reaching this conclusion. First, 
we found only 4 evaluations of the mmimum drinking age and consump 
tion that met our minimum threshold critena. Second, we have some 
concern about the ,geographical concentration of the findings and the 
consequent implications for generalization. Three of the 4 studies are 
based on surveys conducted within the state of New York. Two of these 
3 employed the same data base (random before-and-after samples of 
2,000 age-specific respondents), while the other New York study was 
linuted to a survey of first-year and second-year students at an under- 
graduate liberal arts school. Accordingly, we do not believe these results 
can be generalized to other specific states. 
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Lillis et al. (1986) used the New York survey of 2,000 respondents and 
found that the rate of self-reported purchasing of beer by l&year-old 
licensed drivers decreased significantly (37 percent) after the legal age 
was increased from 18 to 19 years Fifty-two percent of l&year-olds 
reported purchasing beer before the law change; 33 percent reported 
doing so after. They also found that the rate of purchasmg by 18-year- 
olds (33 percent) was significantly smaller than for 19- and 20-year-olds 
(51 percent and 47 percent) after the legal age was changed. 

Williams and Llllis (1985) also used the New York survey and concluded 
that after the mmunum purchase age was raised from 18 to 19 years, 
18-year-olds showed slgmficant decreases at all levels of drinking, 
including the heaviest level (drank on at least 4 of the last 8 weekend 
evenings and drank at least 5 drinks per occasion). The decreases for 18- 
year-old males were sigmficantly greater than for 20-year-olds f+- all 
levels of consumption. Eighteen-year-old females showed significant 
decreases in all levels, except the heaviest drinking level, which none- 
theless went down from 19 percent to 14 percent. Decreases for l&year- 
old females were also greater than for older age groups not affected by 
the law. Fmally, females did not tend to differ from males at the lowest 
drinking rate, but as drmking mcreased, females reported significantly 
less involvement compared to males. 

The before-and-after survey of Perkms and Berkowitz (1985) of 
freshmen and sophomores in New York showed that consumption 
decreased along varrous measures by between 6 and 35 percent for the 
relevant age group (18 years old) after the minimum age increased from 
18 to 19. 

Coate and Grossman (1985) in a national cross-sectional analysis of 
drmkmg frequency concluded that the frequency distnbution of con- 
sumption levels among youths would be expected to change as follows if 
every state had a muumum legal drmkmg age of 21 years. 

. Drinkmg 4 to 7 tunes per week would decrease 15 percent. 
l Drinking 1 to 3 tunes per week would decrease 6 percent. 
l Drinkmg less than once per week would increase 1 percent. 
l Not drmkmg would increase 6 percent. 
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The State of The number of driving-after-drinking studies was even more sparse than 

Evaluation Research on 
the number on the consumption question. Two met our minimum 
threshold criteria, and both were discussed above-Lillis et al. (1986) 

Driving After Drinking and Perkins and Berkowitz (1985). The study characteristics for both 
were the same as shown m table 4.2, except for the outcome measures 
used. Lillis et al. used the incidence of self-reported driving after feeling 
the effects of alcohol in the prior 28-day period. The outcome measure 
employed by Perkins and Berkowitz was self-reported driving while 
impaired because of alcohol during the prior year. 

Both studies showed that an increase in the minimum drinking age was 
followed by a decrease m the incidence of driving after drinking by 
those m the age group affected. Both evaluations ensured statistical con- 
fidence in their results, but we believe an earlier note of caution is worth 
repeating. That is, two studies alone do not represent a very broad base 
from which to generahze conclusions. Both focused on New York, which 
also linuts the extent to which the results can be generalized to other 
specific states. Finally, both suffer from the weakness of relying solely 
on self-reported results. 

Conclusions The evaluation of the effectiveness of minimum drinking-age laws as 
they relate to consumption and the incidence of driving after drinking 
are impeded by a lack of consumption data that are age specific, the 
unverifiable nature of self-reported drinking behavior, and a frequently 
observed contamination of the consumption outcome measure by the 
inclusion of age groups both directly and indirectly affected by the law. 
Nonetheless, we believe some conclusions are warranted. 

Although we found few acceptable studies of the effect of mimmum 
drinking-age laws on consumption for the age groups affected, those 
that were acceptable did show that an increase m the minimum age had 
a statistically slgmficant effect on the self-reported frequency and level 
of consumption for the targeted age group. We also found even fewer 
studies of the relationship between nummum dnnking-age laws and the 
incidence of driving after dnnkmg. Of the 2 studies we identified, both 
supported the conclusion that increasing the minimum age resulted in a 
decrease in self-reported driving after drinking 

In conclusion, we believe the evidence demonstrates the efficacy of mm- 
imum drinking-age laws as they relate to both changes in self-reported 
consumption and the incidence of driving after drinking. However, the 
geographical concemration of the evidence and the sparseness of the 
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research-especially as it relates to driving after drinking-mean that 
the results cannot be generalized to specific states or jurisdictions. 
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Effects on Youths Younger Than the 
. . MIINIII~~ Age 

Arguments supporting an older legal drinking age are not restricted to 
the potential benefits for the age groups directly affected by the law. A 
complementary issue that IS dealt with in the studies we reviewed is the 
potential effect of a change in the law on 16- and 17-year-olds. Because 
18-year-olds are typically seniors in high school, it has been argued that 
legally entitling them to drink may make alcohol more accessible to their 
younger classmates. 

In this chapter, we discuss potential effects on accident involvement 
among those younger than the minnnum age and their patterns of con- 
sumption and driving after drmking. Table 5.1 displays the number of 
studies that addressed these outcomes and the number that met our 
mmimum threshold criteria. Two of the 8 studies that examined acci- 
dent involvement did not meet our mimmum threshold criteria: made- 
quate controls for chance and other factors made inferences from them 
problematic. 

Table 5.1: Number of Studies on Youths 
Directly Below the Minimum Drinking Number of studies 
4w Threshold Threshold 

Outcome met not met Total 
Traffic accidents 6 2 8 

Consumption and drlwng after drlnklng 3 0 3 

The State of The 6 remammg studies are described m table 5.2. As the table shows, 

Evaluation Research on 
all the evaluations employed some form of before-and-after design, and 
most evaluated the law change in a single state. The potential effects of 

Traffic Accidents increasing the legal drinking age in six states were analyzed; Maine was 
the subject of two independent assessments. 
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Table 5.2: The Features of SIX Studies on Traffic Accidents Among Youths Directly Below the Minimum Age 
Lillis et al. Smith et al. 

Feature Florida (1983)O Klein (1 981)b (1986)c Maxwell (1981)d (1984)’ 
Study period October 1979 to 1974-79 December 1981, 1977-80 1976-82 

Seotember 1981 December 1983 

Wa enaar et al. 
(19!1,’ 
1972-79 

Location 

Deslan 

Florida Maine New York Illinois Massachusetts Maine and 
Michigan 

3 vears before. 1 Time-series. Box- 1 vear before. 1 Time-series. Box- 3 vears before. 3 Time-series. Box- 
char&tenstlcs year after Tlao Intervention year after Tlao Intervention y&ars after Jenkins 

analysis analysis intervention 
analvsis 

Outcome measure Number of drivers 
involved In fatal 
and Injury 
accidents and 
number in fatal 
and injury 
accidents who 
had been drinking 

17 years 

Male drivers In 
single-vehicle 
nighttime 
accidents and 
male drivers in 
nighttime 
accidents 

16 and 17 years 

Fatal and injury 
alcohol-Involved 
crashes 

17 years 

Male drivers In Fatal crashes, 
single-vehicle single-vehtcle 
nighttime crashes nighttime fatal 

crashes 

16-18 years 16 and 17 years 

Male drivers who 
had been drinking 
and male drivers 
in single-vehicle 
nighttime 
noninjury and 
injury and fatal 
crashes 

16 and 17 years 

Controls 20-year-olds and Persons 20 and 21 License rate Persons 21 and 22 New York, older New York and 
older, license rate years old, annual years old and and comparable Pennsylvania, 

license data, male older age groups within older and 
dnvers in single- and between comparable age 
vehicle daytime states, nonfatal groups within and 
accidents accidents between states, 

daytime and all 
accidents 

*Florida Department of Community Affairs, Bureau of Hrghway Safety, Relation of the Legal Dnnkrng 
Age to Young Drivers’ Involvement In Traffic Accrdents (Tallahassee, Fla -- March 1983) 
bTerry M Klein, The Effect of Raising the Mrnrmum Legal Drinking Age on Traffic Accidents In the State 
of Marne (Washington, D C National Highway Traffic Safm&s.tratron, 1981) 
%obert P LIIIIS et al , “The Impact of the 19 Year Oid Dnnklng Age In New York,” tn H Holder (ed ), 
Control Issues In Alcohol Abuse Prevention Strategies for States and Communrtres (Greenwich, Conn 
JAI Press, 1986) 
dDelmar M Maxwell, Impact Analysis of the Raised Legal Dnnkrng Age In Illinois (Washrngton. D C 
National Highway Traffic Safety Admrnrstration, 1981) ___ - 
eRobert A Smrth et al “Legrslatron Rarslng the Legal Dnnkrng Age in Massachusetts from 16 to 20 
Effect on 16 and 17 Year Olds,” Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 45 6 (November 1964), 534-39 
‘Alexander C Wagenaar et al , Rarsrng the Legal Dnnkrng Age In Michigan and Maine Final Report (Ann --____- 
Arbor, Mrch Unrversrty of Michrgan, Hrghway Safety Research Institute, 1961) 

For the studies we reviewed, measures of accident involvement vaned 
considerably. Maxwell (1981) restncted her analysis to male drovers in 
single-vehicle nighttune accidents, while Wagenaar et al. (1981) used 
both a three-factor surrogate measure and a police-reported alcohol- 
involvement measure for nmu-y and nonllljury accidents. Five of the 6 
evaluations employed multiple measures of accident involvement. 
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Although all the studies presented data on potential effects on youths 
directly below the legal drinking age, only Smith et al. (1984) and Wage- 
naar et al. explicitly tested for these effects. We place more confidence 
in their results because they extended their analyses beyond the older 
group (typically persons 18, 19, and 20 years old) and used both mter- 
state and intrastate comparison groups. 

The remaining studies provided limited analyses of potential effects 
and, in two cases, flawed comparison groups. The Florida study (1983) 
combined drivers with higher risks (20 to 25 years old) with drivers 
with lower risks (26 years old and older) to evaluate potential effects 
for 17-year-olds. Lillis et al. (1986) presented data for groups 18-20 
years old but restricted their analysis to the difference between 17-year- 
old and 18-year-old drivers. Klein (1981) and Maxwell analyzed tune- 
series data for more than five discrete age groups; however, the focus of 
their evaluations was on the older age group. 

Results for Traffic 
Accidents 

Our review of the results of the 6 studies suggests the absence of an 
effect on the traffic-accident involvement of youths younger than the 
minimum age, typically 16 and 17 years old. Wagenaar found that Mich- 
igan’s greater drinking age did not affect the frequency of property 
damage accidents or injury and fatal accidents among 16- and 17-year- 
old drivers. Although decreases were observed in all measures of alcohol 
involvement for the younger drivers, nonalcohol related indicators also 
declined. Similar results were reported for 16- and 17-year-old Mame 
drivers. Wagenaar et al. suggests that the small number of crashes for 
young Mame drivers and the resultant large random component m the 
tune-series may have masked any effect. 

Klein’s evaluation of Maine’s increased legal drinking age yielded smular 
results. He reported no significant differences in single-vehicle nighttime 
male driver involvements or in nighttime male driver involvements for 
16- and 17-year-old drivers. This contrasted with significant differences 
for l&year-olds involved m single-vehicle accidents and for 18- and 19- 
year-old drivers mvolved in nighttime accidents; slight increases were 
observed m three of the four estimates for the younger drivers. 

Maxwell evaluated the effect of increasing the drinking age from 19 to 
21 in Illinois. Although estimates for 16-, 17-, and 18-year-olds declined 
by approximately 5 percent, they were not statistically sigmficant. 
Because the mmunum legal drmkmg age was 19, the likelihood of an 
effect on 16- and 17-year-olds may have been diminished. 
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Smith exammed the effects of an increased legal drinking age on the 
crash involvement of 16- and 17-year-olds in Massachusetts. Although 
there was a sigmficant reduction in nonfatal accidents in Massachusetts 
compared to New York, no decline m fatal crashes or in single-vehicle 
nighttime fatal crashes was found. 

The studies in which we place less confidence reported contrasting 
results. The Florida study found statistically significant differences, 
comparing 17-year-old drivers to drivers 20 and older for alcohol- 
involved fatal and injury accidents. In New York, Lillis et al. found that 
before the law change, the incidence of fatal crashes and fatal or injury 
crashes was significantly greater for l&year-olds than for 17-year-olds. 
Following the increase m the legal drinking age, the rates of fatal 
crashes no longer differed significantly for those age groups, although 
the rates of fatal and injury crashes still differed significantly. Because 
17-year-olds were treated more as a control group than an experimental 
group, comparisons necessary to assess an effect on the younger drivers 
were not employed. 

Summary of Results We conclude that there is little evidence to suggest that an increase in 
the legal drinking age has an effect on the involvement of 16- and 17- 
year-old drivers in alcohol-related accidents. The studies on their crash 
experience that we considered the most credible consistently found no 
statistically sigmficant differences in the outcome measures for 16- and 
17-year-old drivers. Caution in interpreting these results, however, is 
warranted. First, the studies reporting these results were limited to four 
states. Second, results from evaluations of two other states, which we 
considered less credible, do suggest a possible effect. Third, most of the 
studies focused on the directly affected age group and offered limited 
analyses for younger drivers. The two evaluations that did explicitly 
test for an effect on younger drivers, however, found no evidence of 
one. 

The State of We identified only 3 studies that considered the effects of raising the 

Evaluation Research on 
drinking age on the alcohol consumption patterns of youths directly 
below the minum~~~ age. TWO of these also analyzed changes in driving 

Consumption and after drinking. These studies were restricted to two states, Massachu- 

Driving After Drinking setts and New York, and relied almost exclusively on survey data col- 
lected before and after the enactment of an older legal drinking age. The 
studies we reviewed are described in table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: The Features of Three Studies on Alcohol Consumption and Drtving After Drmking Among Youths Directly Below the 
Minimum Drinking Age 
Feature LIIIIS et al. 11986)” Smith et al. (1 9841b Williams et al. I1 983P 
Study penodd 

Location 
Deslnn charactensttcs 1 vear before, 1 year after 

December 1981 to December 1979-8 1 November 1982 to December 
1983 1983 
New York Massachusetts New York 

1 year before, 2 years after 1 month before, 1 year after 

Outcome measure 

Aue arow affected 

Arrest for dwng while 
intoxicated, telephone survey 
data of reported drinking and 
drrvmg 

16 and 17 vears 

Telephone survey of reported Telephone survey of reported 
alcohol consumption and dnvmg quantity and frequency of alcohol 
after drrnkmg consumptton 

16 and 17 years 17 years 
Controls la-, 19-, and 20-year-olds and 

older. license rate 
Equivalent and older age groups l&year-olds, license rate 
from comoarison state 

‘Robert P L11lt.s et al ‘The Impact of the 19 Year Old Dnnklng Age In New York,” In I-! Holder (ed ), 
Control Issues In Alcohol Abuse PreventIon Strategies for States and Communities (GreenwlCn, Conn 
JAI Press, 1986) 
bRobert A Smith et al , “Leglslatlon Raising the Legal Drinking Age tn Massachusetts from 18 to 20 
Effect on 16 and 17 Year Old%” Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 45 6 (November 1984), 534-39 
‘Allan F Wllllams et al “The Effect of Ralslng the Legal MInImum Drrnklng Age on Involvement In Fatal 
Crashes,” The Journal of Legal Studies, 12 (1983), 169-79 
dThe study period tndlcates the overall data collection period For state-to-state comparisons, the study 
period vanes, depending on the timing of changes in a state’s legal drinking age 

In Massachusetts, Snuth et al. (1984) compared the responses of 16- to 
19-year-olds to a comparable group of New York youths concerning 
reported alcohol consumption and dnvmg after drmkmg. In Eew York, 
Lillis et al. (1986) and Williams et al. (1983) each co-authored studies 
that analyzed survey data collected for the youth alcohol study dis- 
cussed in the previous chapter. Lilhs et al. focused their comparisons on 
the older, 18-year-old group, although they reported changes m rates of 
dnvmg after drmking for 19- and 20-year-olds. Williams et al. examined 
the quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption for 17- through 20- 
year-old youths. Their analysis of 17-year-olds was restricted to before- 
and-after comparisons of drmking levels for persons younger than the 
legal age and did not make necessary comparisons with the older age 
groups not affected by the law. 

Smith et al. found that m the period after the law changed, the average 
amount and frequency of alcohol consumption did not decline sigmfi- 
cantly for 16- and 17-year-olds in Massachusetts compared to New York. 
A significant number of Massachusetts teenagers who reported drinking 
at least once a week declined in the first year after the law and 
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increased significantly in the second year. There was no significant dif- 
ference for either year between the two groups in the reported owner- 
ship of fake identification. 

Where youths younger than the legal age drank and where they 
obtained alcohol did change after the enactment of the law. In Massa- 
chusetts, 16- and 17-year-olds were significantly less likely than teen- 
agers in New York to do the majority of their drinking m bars, clubs, or 
restaurants, and there was greater decline in the percentage of 16- and 
17-year-olds in Massachusetts who purchased alcohol at liquor stores. 
They were, however, more likely to have others purchase alcohol for 
them after the law change. 

Self-reported driving after any drinking declined significantly for 16- 
and 17-year-olds in Massachusetts relative to their New York counter- 
parts and was not found among 1% and 19-year-olds However, driving 
after heavy drinking (6 or more drinks) did not decline in either age 
group in Massachusetts relative to New York. 

Lillis et al. found that l&year-olds continued to purchase beer at a sig- 
nificantly greater rate than 17-year-olds after the law change. The 20.1- 
percent rate of beer purchasing among 17-year-olds before the law 
change was comparable to the reported purchasing rate of 20 8 percent 
after the law change. Although arrest rates for driving while intoxicated 
for 17-year-olds decreased by 18.3 percent following the law change, 
they also decreased for those legally entitled to drink, 20.3 percent for 
19-year-olds and 13 percent for 20-year-olds. Self-reported rates of 
driving after drinking decreased for 17-year-olds by 18 percent fol- 
lowing the law change, compared to a lo-percent decrease for 19-year- 
olds and a 24-percent decrease for 20-year-olds in New York. 

Williams et al. focused on the alcohol consumption patterns among New 
York youths. In general, they found that all levels of drinkmg decreased 
for all ages. Seventeen-year-olds showed significant decreases for 
heavier levels of drinking after the law change, compared to survey 
results from before the changes. Although the authors concluded that an 
older drinkmg age may cause an incremental reduction for younger age 
groups not directly affected by the law, the lack of analysis for older 
comparison groups limits our ability to draw any firm conclusions. 

Conclusions We found the available evidence on alcohol consumption and driving 
after drinking insufficient to determine the existence of an effect on 
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youths younger than the legal drinking age. The limited number of 
studies conducted in two states presented mixed results, and the heavy 
reliance on survey data may substantmlly underestimate actual levels of 
alcohol consumption. 
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Other Effects of Minimum Drinking-Age Laws 

Questions have been raised about the effect of raising the legal drinkmg 
age on other outcomes not mentioned in chapters 3 through 5. Some 
have argued that individual states may rase their legal dnnking age but 
if other states maintain a lower drinkmg age, youths younger than this 
will cross state borders to purchase alcohol where there are no legal 
restrictions. Questions have also been raised about the long-term effect 
of raising the legal age. Specifically, Do the short-term effects, reported 
in chapter 3, hold up over tune? Fmally, the effects of lowermg the legal 
drmkmg age and how they compare to the effects of raising the drmking 
age are considered. Table 6.1 displays the number of studies mcluded m 
our synthesis and the number that met our minunum threshold criteria. 

Table 6.1: Number of Studies on Three 
Other Topics Number of studies 

Threshold Threshold 
met not met - Total 

Border crosslnas 3 3 6 
Long-term effects 2 0 2 
Lowenng vs raising the minimum age 1 0 1 

In this chapter, we review evaluations of these other effects of changes 
in the law We also discuss separately the effect of lowered minimum- 
age laws, as reported m prior reviews of the literature 

The State of The potential incentive for young drivers to cross state borders to pur- 

Evaluation Research on 
chase alcohol not legally available withm their own states has been 
referred to as the “border-crossmg problem.” Federal initiatives to 

Border-Crossing encourage a umform 21-year-old nummum drinking age were prompted 

Studies in part by concern over this. Prior to the passage of Public Law 98-363, 
an estimated 56 percent of the total borders in the United States sepa- 
rated states that had differing legal drinking ages. One plausible reason 
state legislatures reslsted changmg then- dnnking-age laws was the 
awareness that youths would merely cross state lmes to obtain alcoholic 
beverages. We reviewed 6 studies that evaluated the effects of border 
crossings. Three were the focus of our evaluation synthesis and are 
described in table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: The Features of Three Studies on Border Crossings 
Feature Hughes and Leung (1965). Lillis et al. (1 964)b Negri (1 979)c 
Study penodd 1973-81 1978-82 1977 

Location Wtsconsin counties bordering New York counties bordering New York counties bordenng 
Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, and Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota Pennsylvanta New Jersey, PennsylvanIa, and 

Vermont 

Design characteristics 3 years before and 3 years after Rat10 of percentage of illegal Chl-square analysis of difference 
“drinking drivers” to the for crash rates for out-of-state 
percentage of licensed drivers drivers from states with 
affected by the law changea minimum-age laws 

Outcome measure “Driver had been drinking” All accidents and single-vehicle 
crashes 

“Driver had been drinking fatal or 
injury” crashes accidents 

Age group affected Vanes by state Vanes by state Pennsylvania dnvers 18 to 20 
vears old 

Controls Comparison of “drinking drivers” Comparison of crash rates for Comparison of crash rates for 
as a percent of all drivers “drinking drivers” to crash rates out-of-state drivers from states 
involved in accidents for 8 for those legally entitled to drink, with different minimum-age-laws 
discrete aae arouDse license ratee 

aDennrs J Hughes and Kam S Leung, Driver Age and Alcohol-Related Accrdents In Wrsconsrn 
(Madrson, WISC Wrsconsm Department of Transportation, Bureau of Pokey Plannrng and Analysis, April 
1985) 
%obert P LIIIIS et al , “Specral Pokey Consrderatron In Rarslng the Mrnrmum Dnnkmg Age Border 
Crossing by Young Dnvers,” paper presented at the National Alcoholism Forum, Detroit, Mrch , April 12. 
151984 
CBarry D Negn, Accidents in New York State lnvolvrng Young Dnvers from Adjacent States (Albany, 
N Y New York Department of Motor Vehcles, Drvrsron of Research and Development, June 1979) 
dThe study period rndrcates the overall data collection period For state-to-state comparisons, the study 
period varied, depending on the timing of changes in a state’s legal drinking age 
e”Drmkrng drivers” who are not entttled to drink legally in their state of residence 

All 3 evaluations we examined restricted their analyses to one side of 
the border-that is, accidents in the border counties of the state that 
mamtamed a lower legal drinking age. These studies focused on New 
York and Wisconsin, which maintained a lower legal drinking age than 
neighboring states. Measures of effect varied substantially. Lillis et al. 
(1984) used police-reported alcohol-involved fatal and personal mjury 
crash data for drivers affected by the law. Negri (1979) compared all 
accidents and single-vehicle accidents for drivers under 21. His use of 
less-sensitive measures of alcohol involvement, and his merging of 
directly affected and younger drivers, rendered the results difficult to 
mterpret. Unlike Negri, Hughes and Leung (1985) used police-reported 
alcohol-involved accidents as an outcome measure. 

Problems with small sample size were reported in the 2 studies that used 
more direct measures of alcohol involvement. The use of rural counties, 
differences of only 1 year in the mimmum age, and short time penods 
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between before-and-after measures may all have contributed to the 
small number of cases. Although Negri reported no such problems, his 
use of all accidents and a broad definition of who was affected by the 
law may have minimized problems with sample size while complicatmg 
our ability to attnbute changes m measures of effect to different 
drinkmg-age laws 

The 2 studies that assessed the extent of New York’s border-crossing 
problem suggested there was an effect. Negri (1979) found that drivers 
younger than the legal age from Pennsylvama were more involved in 
accidents in New York border counties than their counterparts from 
adjacent states with lower drinking-age laws. The follow-up evaluation 
by Lrllis et al. of the New York experience found that drivers affected 
by the law from Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvama were 
over-involved in alcohol-related accidents at rates of 6.2 to 1,3.% to 1, 
and 4.9 to 1, respectrvely. Data reported on alcohol-related crashes of 
comparable drivers from states with a purchase age of 18 years pro- 
duced no mqor differences. 

Hughes’ 1985 analysis of “border hopping” for Wisconsin’s border 
states reported mixed results. Accident involvement rates in Wisconsin 
border counties among out-of-state drivers affected by the law rose for 
some states and did not change noticeably for others. For Minnesota 
dnvers, “border hopping” was reported as a problem for drivers of all 
ages. 

Although available evidence in New York suggests the presence of a 
border-crossing problem, our review of the reported results and their 
limitations leads us to conclude that there 1s insufficient evidence to 
assess the extent of a border-crossmg problem. Numerous problems 
were identified among the 3 evaluations we reviewed. These evaluations 
restricted their analyses to one side of the border and relied on accident 
data from two states. Differing demographic characteristics, low accl- 
dent-mvolvement rates for drivers affected by the law, and incremental 
changes in age all contributed to making border crossing a difficult con- 
cept to measure and evaluate. 

Long-Term Effects A review of other laws designed to deter drinking and driving reported 
notable declines in associated crashes m the short-term but found that 
the effects dlsslpated over time. Two studies met our threshold criteria 
and evaluated the long-term effects of an older drinkmg age. 
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Wagenaar (1984) posited three possibilities regarding the long-term 
effects of an older drinkmg age. Assuming a short-term effect has been 
demonstrated, it may (1) continue unchanged as a permanent reduction 
m crashes, (2) dissipate over tune as young drivers gradually identify 
alternative sources of alcohol, or (3) become even larger as new cohorts 
of young drivers emerge that have not developed a pattern of regular 
drinking and drivmg after drinking. Wagenaar’s analysis of the long- 
term effects of Michigan’s drmkmg age and DuMouchel’s (1985) multi- 
state evaluation reported that effects were sustained. 

Wagenaar followed up his earlier evaluation of the initial effect of Mlch- 
igan’s increased drinking age with an extended time-series analysis of 5 
years of data from after the change. Using two different measures of 
alcohol-mvolved m~ury accidents, he reported a long-term reduction of 
13.5 percent, compared to a short-term reduction of 19.5 percent. 

In a separate analysis of national data on fatal crash involvements, 
DuMouchel found no evidence of erosion m effects when comparing 
fatal crash mvolvements after 1 year and after 3 years of increased 
drinking ages. To assess whether the effects of a law change persisted 
over time, DuMouchel employed a modified regression model to evaluate 
separate estimates of the relative effect of law changes, depending on 
the number of years a law had been m effect. In states with several 
years of experience, no significant difference in the effects of the 
increased purchase age were observed after the first years of the 
change. 

Given the limited number of studies that have assessed long-term 
effects, the available evidence mdlcates a generally sustamed, signifi- 
cant reduction in alcohol-related injury crashes and fatal crashes, 
although m one state a modest reduction m the long-term effects was 
reported. Contmuing research, however, is needed to fully understand 
the nature of the effects as additional states gam experience m the long 
term with their mcreased drmkmg ages. 

Effects of Lowering the Between 1970 and 1975, the nummum drmkmg age was lowered in 29 

Minimum Age 
states and all the Canadian provinces. We identified more than 30 
attempts to evaluate the effects of these changes, and we found that the 
primary disagreement was not whether there was an effect but, rather, 
on the size of the effect. (The studies are m the bibliography ) 
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Although our origmal objective was to assess the credibility of evalua- 
tions of the effect of lowermg the drmkmg age, we found compelling 
reasons for altering our plan. One of these reasons was the near con- 
sensus of results noted above. Another reason was the issue of pohcy 
relevance. The current debate is over whether the drmking age should 
be raised, while the body of literature is directed at the effects of low- 
ermg it. 

Another reason for not conducting an evaluation synthesis on studies of 
the effect of lowermg the drmkmg age is that there was a relative lack 
of data and analytical techniques available during the early 1970’s, 
when minimum-age laws were being lowered. As a result, evaluations on 
lowered drinking ages tend to be far less sophisticated, from a method- 
ological standpoint, than the research synthesized in prior chapters. 
Consequently, with the agreement of the subcommittee, we reviewed cri- 
tiques, rejomders, and summaries of the literature and offer a “review 
of the reviews” for evaluations of a lowered mmnnum drinking age. 

Relationship Between 
Lowered Drinking Age and 
Traffic Accidents 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Most all the reviewers of studies of lowering the drinking age found a 
clear, inverse relationship between minimum drinking age and alcohol- 
related crashes. In other words, a decrease m drmking age was associ- 
ated with an increase m the frequency or rate of crashes. Our review of 
the critiques, rejoinders, and summaries of the literature on the lowered 
drinking age typically yielded conclusions such as the followmg: 

An overwhelming maJority of research shows a major problem for 
young dnnkmg drivers; the problem mcreases substantially with a low- 
ered age. 
With few exceptions, the sounder research strategies, in spite of their 
vast methodological and statistical differences, foster the strong mfer- 
ence that lowering the drinking age usually leads to an increase in 
alcohol-related collisions. 
Young drivers are more involved in alcohol-related traffic colhsions. 
Research shows a significant increase m driving accidents among youths 
18 to 20 years old. , 

Some reviewers had reservations about the quality of evaluations and 
the variability of results by state. Among the methodological weak- 
nesses observed were improper use of comparison areas where the law 
did not change, inadequate outcome measure of alcohol mvolvement, 
and lack of extended longitudinal data bases. However, the strength of 
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the finding was enhanced by the consistency of results across Jurisdic- 
tions, despite the varied a.nalyt~A methods employed. 

Effects on Alcohol 
Consumption and Driving 
After Drinking 

Fewer reviewers found a clear relationship between a lowered nunimum 
drinking age and alcohol consumption or driving after drinkmg, as 
opposed to the relationship with regard to crashes. Some typical conclu- 
sions we found in reviews of the hterature were 

Most studies found increases in reported drinking among youths and 
increases in alcohol sales, typically beer; however, the evidence 1s not 
unequivocal and straightforward. 
Beer 1s more likely to be unphcated than other beverages. 
The largest change was m on-premise consumption. 
States with an older mmimum age seem to have better control over 
drmking and driving among youths. 
Both sales data and self-reported studies suggest an increase in alcohol 
consumption among youths 

Reviewers had stronger reservations about the quahty of research than 
previously noted for traffic-accident outcomes. Much of this concern 
focused on the lack of age-specific consumption or alcohol-beverage 
sales data 

Effects on Younger 
Nonlegal Drinkers 

We found that there 1s little or no demonstrable effect of a lowered 
drinking age on younger persons who were never legally able to drink 
(usually 16 or 17 years old). This conclusion is based on the few number 
of reviews that address this issue, the inconsistency of their findings, 
and the relatively weak confidence that reviewers placed in their 
findings 

Conclusions Most reviewers found that a lower drinking age had a clear effect on the 
most mportant outcome measures, crash and injury, in spite of fre- 
quently noted methodological shortcomings. They had less confidence in 
consumption outcomes and found little, if any, effect on the population 
group younger than the legal age who were not legal drinkers either 
before or after the law change. 
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Comparing the Effects Only one study we identified compared the effects of an increased 

of Lowering and 
Raising the Legal 
Drinking Age 

drinking age to the poor effects of a lowered age. Evaluation findings on 
the effects of decreases m the legal drinking age cannot easily be gener- 
ahzed to the effects of increases m the legal drinking age, because of 
basic differences m the two mitiatives. It is much more difficult to effect 
a change m personal behavior from an already established pattern- 
such as prohibitmg mdividuals to purchase alcohol who already have an 
established drmking habit-than it is to allow an mdlvidual to partici- 
pate in new behavior without having to overcome an exlstmg habit. 

However, the one evaluation (Wagenaar, 1981) that compared the effect 
of a lower legal drinking age to that of an increased legal drinkmg age in 
Michigan reported a similar magnitude of effect. Following a reduction 
in the legal drinking age, Douglas and Freedman (1977) reported a 16.6- 
percent increase in single-vehicle male nighttime accidents and a 34.6- 
percent increase m police-reported alcohol-involved accidents fgr youths 
18 to 20 years old When the drinking age was raised in 1978, Wagenaar 
evaluated the effect of the change in the law, using a design and meas- 
ures of effect comparable to those of Douglas. Wagenaar found a 17 7- 
percent decrease m smgle-vehicle male mghttime accidents and a 30.7- 
percent decrease in police-reported alcohol-Involved accidents Although 
Michigan’s results suggest a re-thinking of the proposition that there are 
basic differences between lowering and raising the legal drmkmg age, 
further research 1s needed to determme how generahzable these findings 
are. 
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Request Letter 

JAMES J HOWARD NEW JERSEY CHAIRMAN 

B-376 Rayburn Building 
Washington, D. C. 20515 
October 21, 1985 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General oE the United States 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N. W. 
Washinqton, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

It has been brouqht to my attention that your Program 
Evaluation and Methodology Division is starting work on an issue 
that has been of concern to this subcommittee, namely, minimum 
drinking age laws and their effect on highway safety. I am 
therefore requesting that the results of that work be addressed 
to the attention of this subcommittee. 

I understand that the initial effort will take the form of 
an evaluation synthesis whrch will critically examine existing 
evaluations to determine the technical and methodological 
soundness of these evaluations and the credibility of the claims 
which have been made based upon them. For those studies which 
seem to offer the most credibility, we would expect a GAO 
assessment as to the observed range of effects of minimum 
drinking age laws. Suggested questions or measures in the 
synthesis are, of course, sub]ect to those employed in the 
studies reviewed. The following would be of interest to the 
subcommittee: 

-- Does raising or lowerrng the legal drrnkrng age result 
in a change rn beverage alcohol consumption in the 
target aqe qroup? 

-- Does chanqing the legal drinking age result in a 
change in alcohol-related motor vehicle fatalities in 
the target group? 

-- Does changing the legal drinking age result in a 
change in personal in]uries associated with alcohol- 
related motor vehicle crashes in the target age group? 

-- Does changing the legal drinking age result in a 
change in alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes in the 
target age qroup? 
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Efonorable Charles A. Bowsher 
October 21, 1985 
Page Two 

Other areas of interest which may or may not be 
SUFFICIENTLY addressed in the literature to warrant inclusion In 
your synthesis are: 

-- What are the effects of differing minimum drinking age 
laws on the target age groups resrdrng in proximate 
lurisdictions (so called "blood borders")? 

-- What are the displacement effects of changes in 
minimum drinking age laws on alcohol-related accidents 
for young drivers not in the target age group? (Of 
particular interest are the effects of 18 year old 
minimum age laws on the crash experience of 16 and 17 
year old drivers.) 

-- What are the long term effects of changes ln minimum 
drinking age laws on the target group (I.e., does the - 
initial effect disappear as in the case of 
Scandanavlan type laws)? 

-- How do the effects of lowered legal drinking age laws 
compare with the effects of raised legal drinking age 
laws? 

-- What is the magnitude of the effect of changes ln 
minimum drinking age laws on the target age group? 

Should you frnd that these questions have not been 
adequately studied, and your staff is of the opinion that there 
is adequate information to do so, I would request that GAO 
follow the synthesis with its own evaluatron to provide answers 
to selected questions not adequately addressed, as well as to 
respond to knowledge gaps identified during the synthesis. 

While this request 1s directed specifically at the Issue nE 
minimum drinking age laws, we have a broader concern that your 
report may also be able to address. This is the question of 
what constitutes a "good" evaluation. The subcommittee has for 
years held hearings on transportation safety issues and notes 
the frequency with which evaluations that are submitted for the 
record support opposing conclusions, even though they use 
similar data bases and assumptions. We would therefore request 
that your drinking age synthesis include a methodology checklist 
which we could employ rn a broader context to assess the 
credibility or acceptability of transportation safety 
evaluations in general. 
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Potential Reductions in Federal-Aid Highway 
Funds for Noncomplying Jurisdictions 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Admmrstration and the Federal 
Highway Administration, which are responsible for determining compli- 
ance with the federal drinking-age law, have determined that eight 
states and Puerto Rico do not comply with the federal legislation. The 
following, in millions of dollars, are their estimated revenue losses 
(based on fiscal year 1986 appropriations) in fiscal year 1987, given a 6- 
percent reduction m federal-aid highway funds: 

Puerto Rico, $3.593 

South Dakota, $4.152 

Wyoming, $4.494 

Idaho, $4.508 

Montana, $5.595 

Tennessee, $8.6671 

Colorado, $9.133 

Louisiana, $15.648 

Ohio, $16 330. 

The total is $72,120,000. 

lTennessee 1s not m comphance wdA the national dnnkmg-age 1egMation because it exempts titaq 
personnel 
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A Chronology of the Minimum Drinking- 
Age Issue 

January 5,1933 Ratification of the 21st amendment repealed prohibition and granted the 
states substantial power to regulate the purchase and possession of 
liquor within a state. 

September 9,1966 Enactment of the Highway Safety Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-564) pro- 
vided the first maJor impetus for federal involvement in drinking and 
dnvmg by requumg nor to establish uniform safety standards for state 
highway safety programs and to provide funds to carry out such 
programs 

June 1967 nor issued its “Alcohol in Relation to Highway Safety Standard” (1 of 13 
traffic safety standards), to broaden the scope and number of activities 
directed at reducing alcohol-related accidents. 

1970 NHTSA established a special office of alcohol countermeasures and the 
alcohol safety action program in 1970-71. 

July 1971 Ratification of the 26th amendment, extending the right to vote to 18- 
year-olds, helped prompt 29 states to lower their minimum drinking 
ages in the early 1970’s 

1973 NHTSA agreed by contract with the University of Michigan Highway 
Safety Research Institute to scientifically analyze the effects of lowering 
the legal drinking age from 21 to 18 on youths involved in crashes. The 
report showed a lo-percent to 26-percent increase in crash involvement 
between 1968 and 1971. 

January 2,1974 Enactment of the Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act (Public 
Law 93-239), spearheaded by a member of the Congress from New 
Jersey, temporarily established a nationwide speed limit of 55 miles per 
hour The law relied on crossover sanctions to encourage the states to 
conform to the act. 

January 4,1975 Enactment of the Federal-Aid Highway Amendments Act of 1974 
(Public Law 93-643) made the 55-mile-per-hour speed limit permanent. 
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Studies showed that a declme in traffic fatalities could, in part, be 
attributed to lower speed lmuts. 

1976 From this year on, no state lowered its drmkmg age, partly because of 
empirical evidence that suggested a lmk between lowenng the drmking 
age and increased traffic fatahtles. 

April 14, 1982 The president appointed a 32-member commission to study the national 
problem of drunk driving. 

April 27, 1982 H.R. 6170 was mtroduced by members of the Congress from New Jersey 
and Maryland and others to encourage the states to strengthen pro- 
grams to control drunk dnving. 

April 29, 1982 The House Subcommittee on Surface Transportation held hearings on 
H.R. 6170; the legislation was generally supported by both the beverage 
and insurance industries. 

May 12,1982 H.R. 6170 was incorporated mto H.R. 6211, which became the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982. 

July 22, 1982 The National Transportation Safety Board recommended a national mm- 
imum drinkmg age of 2 1. 

September 29,1982 The House of Representatives unanimously approved H.R. 6170 by 
voice vote. 

October 1,1982 The Senate unanimously approved its counterpart bill to H.R. 6170, and 
the bill was sent to the president. 

October 15,1982 A Joint resolution (SJ Res. 241) providing for a National Drunk and 
Drugged Drivmg Awareness Week was signed into law as Public Law 97- 
343. 
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October 25,1982 Enactment of H.R. 6170 as the Alcohol Traffic Safety and National 
Driver Registration Act (Public Law 97-364) provided for a two-tier 
incentive grant program to improve traffic safety. The Congress man- 
dated that the secretary of the Department of Transportation would 
consider a state muumum drinking age of 21 as one criterion to be met 
for supplemental grants. 

November 30,1982 House and Senate resolutions were introduced on the legal mmimum age 
for drinking and the purchase of alcohol. 

December 13,1982 The Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving recommended a uniform 
minimum drinkmg age of 21 in an interim report intended to allow state 
legislatures time to consider this recommendation early in their I983 
sessions. 

January 6,1983 The Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-424) 
contained a small section (section 209) strongly encouraging the states 
to raise the minimum drinking age to 21. On the day the law was 
enacted, House Concurrent Resolution 23 was introduced by a member 
of the Congress from Pennsylvania, expressing the sense of the Congress 
that all states should establish a minimum drinking age of 2 1. 

January 27,1983 A Gallup poll showed that 77 percent of Americans supported a uniform 
drinking age of 21 for all states. 

February 7,1983 NHTSA’S announced criteria for awarding basic and supplemental mcen- 
tive grants to states under Public Law 97-364 included, as criteria, 
raising the muumum age drinking for all alcoholic beverages to 21. 

April 7, 1983 H.R. 2441 was introduced by a member of the Congress from Illinois to 
prohibit the use of federal highway funds by states whose minimum 
drinking age was lower than 21. 

April 20, 1983 Senators from Missouri, Oregon, and Rhode Island introduced S. 1108, 
the Highway Safety Act of 1983, which provided more incentive grants 
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to states for efforts to deter drunk driving. The bill was never voted out 
of committee. 

April 21, 1983 A member of the Congress from California introduced H.R. 2693, a coun- 
terpart bill to S. 1108. 

May 6,1983 A Senator from Pennsylvania introduced Concurrent Resolution 32 to 
express the sentiment of the Congress that all states should establish a 
mmlmum drinking age of 2 1. 

September 13,1983 A member of the Congress from New Jersey and others mtroduced H.R. 
3870, a bill to prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages to persons under 
21 years of age under certain conditions. 

October 1983 A Senator from Indiana introduced S. 1948 as a counterpart to H.R. 
3870. 

October 4,1983 The House Subcommittee on Commerce, Transportation, and Tourism 
held hearings on H.R. 3870. At the hearings, the beverage industry ques- 
tioned the constitutionality of legislation to prohibit the sale of alcoholic 
beverages to persons under 21 years of age. 

November 1983 The Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving issued its final report, 
keeping the recommendation for a uniform nummum drinking age of 21 
for the purchase and public possession of all alcoholic beverages. 

January 1984 The National Safety Council supported the formation of an organization 
to follow up on the work of the Presidential Comnusslon, called the 
National Commission Against Drunk Driving. Also, the president pub- 
licly reJected the support of the Presidential Commission on Drunk 
Driving for a uniform minimum drinking age of 21. 

January 24,1984 A member of the Congress from California and others mtroduced H.R. 
4616, a bill to amend the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 
by increasmg appropriations for highway safety and requiring that at 
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least 8 percent of these funds be used to implement a comprehensive 
child-restraint system in motor vehicles. 

February 7,1984 Senators from New Jersey, North Dakota, and Rhode Island introduced 
S. 2263, the Uniform Minimum Drinking Age Act, to amend the Surface 
Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 by reducing the amount of fed- 
eral highway aid for states that do not enact a legal minimum drinking 
age of 21. 

February 22,1984 Members of the Congress from Florida and Maryland introduced H.R. 
4892, a counterpart to S. 2263. 

February and March 1984 The House Subcommittee on Surface Transportation held hearings on 
surface transportation issues, which included a discussion of the 
drinking-age issue on February 22 and 23. 

April 5, 1984 A member of the Congress from New Jersey and others introduced H.R. 
5383, a bill to reduce a state’s apportionment for federal aid for high- 
ways by specific percentages in specific fiscal years for states with 
drinking ages below 2 1. 

April 25,1984 A member of the Congress from California introduced H.R. 5504, the 
Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1984. 

April 30,1984 The House passed H.R. 4616 by voice vote. 

May 24,1984 Senators from New Jersey and Rhode Island introduced S. 2719 as a 
revision of S. 2263, a counterpart to H.R. 5383, and an attachment to 
H.R. 4616, the Child Safety Restraint Act. 

June 7,1984 The House approved H.R. 5383 as an amendment to H.R. 5504, which 
would reduce federal highway funds by 5 percent in fiscal year 1987 
and 10 percent in fiscal year 1988 for states not enacting a minimum 
drinking age of 21. 
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June 13,1984 The admirustratlon reversed its positron on the nununum drinking-age 
issue through support of H.R. 4616 from the secretary of the Depart- 
ment of Transportation. 

June 14,1984 The Senate Subcommittee on Surface Transportation held hearings on 
measures to combat drunk driving. 

June 19,1984 The Senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse held hearings 
on a national minimum drmkmg age. 

June 26,1984 The Senate passed S. 1948 by a vote of 81-16, as an attachment to H.R. 
4616, with the mcluslon of additional incentive grants dealmg with sen- 
tencmg laws and improved automated records of accidents. The Senate 
then passed its version of H.R. 4616 by a voice vote. 

June 27,1984 The House cleared the Senate version of H.R. 4616, including H.R. 5383. 

July 6,1984 The Senate version of H.R. 4616 was approved and sent to the president. 

July 17,1984 The Child Safety Restraint Act (H.R. 4616), which included legislation 
for a national minimum drinkmg age of 21, was signed into law (Publrc 
Law 98-363) amending the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 
1982. This act was strongly lobbied for by the Mothers Agamst Drunk 
Driving, the Parent Teachers Association, the Natronal Safety Council, 
the National Council on Alcoholism, and the insurance mdustry 

September 21,1984 South Dakota brought an action agamst the secretary of the Department 
of Transportation in the U.S. District Court for the District of South 
Dakota, asking the court to declare the uniform national drmkmg age 
sanction of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 unconsti- 
tutional, on the grounds that it violated the 10th and 21st amendments 
of the U.S. constitution. 
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February 20,1985 A member of the Congress from Vu-ginia introduced H.R. 1180, a bill to 
make the minimum drmking age on nulitary bases m a state the same as 
the state’s. This bill was referred to the Committee on Armed Services 
and later amended to the Department of Defense Authonzation Act on 
June 21,1985. 

March 21,1985 A member of the Congress from Vermont introduced H.R. 1664 and H.R. 
1665, bills to authorize states, under the national mmimum drinking-age 
provision, that are aaacent to other states or a foreign country (as in 
H.R. 1665) to allow 18-, 19-, or 20-year-olds to purchase and consume 
alcoholic beverages on the premises of specific establishments. These 
bills were referred to the Committee on Public Works and 
Transportation. 

May 3,1985 The U.S. District Court issued a memorandum opmion and judgment dis- 
missing the South Dakota case agamst the national drinking-age 
legislation. 

May 16,1985 Members of the Congress from Louisiana and Vermont introduced H.R. 
2537 to apportion federal highway funds withheld from states for 
falling to establish a mmimum drinking age of 21 if certain alcohol- 
related traffic fatalities are significantly reduced. The bill was referred 
to the Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

June 3,1985 A member of the Congress from Louisiana introduced H.R. 2645 to 
repeal the national muumum drinking-age law. The bill was referred to 
the Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

June 26,1985 South Dakota appealed the Dlstnct Court’s decision to the Court of 
Appeals for the Eighth Cu-cult, contending again that the 10th and 21st 
amendments were violated by the national drinkmg-age legisiatlon. Nme 
other noncomplymg states supported South Dakota’s appeal. 

July 11, 1985 Senators from Missouri and New Jersey introduced S. 1428, to make 
permanent the wrthholdmg of 10 percent of the apportionment from the 
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Highway Trust Fund to states that have not adopted the national min- 
imum drinking age. The bill was referred to the Committee on Environ- 
ment and Public Works. 

September 27, 1985 NHTSA and the Federal Highway Admimstratlon issued a notice of pro- 
posed rulemaking to unplement section 6 of Public Law 98-363 (section 6 
refers to the withholding of federal-aid highway funds). 

November 12,1985 S. 1428 was amended to S. 1730, the Consolidated Budget Reconclllatlon 
Act. 

December 20, 1985 S. 1730 was folded into H.R. 3128, the Budget Reconciliation Act, which 
did not pass but was carried over into the next year. 

April 7, 1986 The president signed the Budget Reconciliation Act, which made perma- 
nent the withholding of 10 percent of federal highway funds from states 
refusing to comply with a uniform drinking age. 

May 21,1986 The court of appeals for the eighth circuit affirmed the dlstrlct court’s 
dismissal of South Dakota’s complaint challengmg the constitutionality 
of the nat1ona.l drinkmg-age legislation. 

July 25,1986 The Department of Transportation determined that the drinking-age 
laws of eight states and Puerto Rico were not in compliance with the 
national dnnkmg-age law legislation. 
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The Relationship Between the Questions We 
Posed and the Evaluations We Synthesized 

Table V.1: The Coverage of Our 
Prmclpal TOPICS by 49 independent 
Studies’ 

Study 
Arneld, 1985 

Barsby, 1985 

Blrkley, 1983a 

Blrkley, 1983b 

Consumption 
and driving 

Traffic after Effects on Border Other 
accidents drinking other youths crossmg effects 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Birkley, 1985 . . 

Bollotln, 1983 . . 

Boilotln and Desano, 1985 . 

Bond and Jones, 1981 

Choukroun, 1985 
Coate and Grossman, 1985 

. 

. 

. 

Colon, 1984 

DuMouchel, 1985 
Dunham and Detmer. 1983 

. 

. . 

. . 

Emerv, 1983 

Fleming, 1983 

Flonda, 1983 

Georala. 1985 

. 

. 

. . 

. 

Grossman, 1984 

Hingson, 1983 
Hoskin. 1986 

. 
. . 

. 

Hughes and Leung, 1985 

Hughes and Leung, 1986 

Klein, 1981 

Ltl11.s. 1984 
Ldhs, 1986 . . . 

. 

. 

. . 
. 

Lonnstrom, 1984 
Lynn, 1984 

Males, 1986a 
Males, 1986b 
Maxwell, 1981 

McCornac, 1982 
NHTSA, 1982 
Negn, 1979 

New Jersey, 1984 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. . 
. 

. 
. 

. 
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Study 
Perkins. 1985 

Consumption 
and driving 

Traffic after Effects on Border Other 
acctdents drinking other vouths crossing effects 

. 

Rooney, 1977 . 

Roy and Greenblatt , 1979 . 

Saffer and Grossman. 1985 . 

Schroeder and Meyer, 1983 . 

Schweitzer, 1983 
Smith. 1984 

. 

. 

Sommers. 1985 . 

Texas, 1982 
Vlngllls and Smart, 1981 

Waaenaar. 1981 

Wagenaar, 1984 

Williams, 1983 
WIlllams. 1985 

. . 

. . 

. . . 

. . 

. . 

. 

White. 1986 . 

aF~ll bIbliographIcal data appear In the blbllography at the end of this report 
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Our Study Search Procedures and Methodology 

Our objectives were to assess the technical and methodological sound- 
ness of evaluations of drinking-age laws and determine the extent to 
which they provide empirical support for federal and state initiatives to 
raise the legal drinking age. The general evaluation synthesis method- 
ology that we used has three main features: 

. It attempts to include all relevant empirical work, mcludmg unpublished 
and draft manuscripts. 

l It considers findings across studies as well as the quality of the research 
methodologies and source data. 

. It provides an indication of what is known, what is unclear, and where 
the knowledge gaps are. 

Document Search 
Strategy 

Because our objective was to identify all available documentation on the 
effects of drinking-age laws, we cast a broad net in an attempt Mind 
not only the most frequently cited published work but also unpublished 
evaluations conducted by state and local governments, independent 
researchers, and other research organizations. 

Our approach to identifying relevant documents was three-pronged and 
was made up of an examination of computerized bibliographic files, 
surveys of alcohol and highway safety officials, and personal interviews 
with experts in the field. We began with a broad-based search of rele- 
vant bibliographic retrieval systems, including the Congressional 
Research Service Bibliographic Reference File, National Clearinghouse 
for Alcohol Information Abstracts, National Criminal Justice Reference 
Service, Scorpio Information Retrieval System, Transportation Research 
Information Service, and sociological, psychological, social science, and 
insurance research abstracts. 

To mmimize publication bias and maximize the likelihood of collecting as 
complete a compilation of evaluations as possible, we surveyed state 
highway safety officials, state alcohol and drug abuse directors, 
researchers, and other officials knowledgeable about alcohol and 
highway safety. 

We sent an initial questionnaire (shown in appendix VII) to 114 state 
alcohol and highway safety officials and asked them to identify evalua- 
tions and reports that had been completed in their states on the effects 
of the legal drinking age. We used the results of the survey, combined 
with documents retrieved in our bibliographic searches, to construct a 
preliminary bibliography of evaluations of minunum-age laws. 
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We then sent a bibliography of the evaluations we had identified to 
researchers and knowledgeable others to uncover other work that we 
nught have missed. We asked them to review our bibliography and iden- 
tify other reports and sources of mformation that could be of use. As 
shown m table VI. 1, most of the respondents completed our brief ques- 
tionnaires. The results of the surveys yielded more than 80 documents 
of relevance, including 22 evaluations not previously identified. 

Table VI.1: Response Rates to Our 
Survey of Minimum Drinking-Age Law 
Evaluatrons Respondent group 

Hlghway safety offmals 
Alcohol and drum abuse offmals 

Response 
Number rate 

57 93% 
57 91 

Researchers and other experts 55 78 

Our efforts to identify pertinent literature yielded more than 400 
reports of direct relevance. We scanned all the documents and classiied 
them into six categories: evaluations of changing the legal drinkmg age, 
critiques and summanes of the literature, state and federal legislation, 
mformation systems and measurement issues, documents related to 
drinking and drivmg, and other alcohol and highway safety reports We 
crossindexed critiques and summaries of evaluations to all studies of 
drmkmg-age laws, consldermg them an independent source of mforma- 
tion for rating purposes. 

The focus of our syntheses was on the 49 studies that examined 
increases m the legal drinkmg age. Studies and literature reviews con- 
cerned with lowering the drinking age were considered separately and 
are discussed in chapter 6. Although we collected more than 49 studies, 
we found that some authors published the same study m a modified 
form several times Further, some studies assessed more than one ques- 
tion. For example, an evaluation that analyzed survey data reported 
results for both alcohol consumption and drivmg after drinking In 
appendix V, we have arrayed the studies we reviewed by the evaluation 
questions they addressed 

Our third approach to identifying relevant documents mvolved personal 
interviews at NHTSA and the University of Michigan and visits to their 
hbraries, where we crosschecked our growing bibliography of highway 
safety literature with their holdings and collected additional materials. 
We also conducted interviews with officials from the Insurance Institute 
for Highway Safety, the National Center for Statistics and Analyses and 
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the office of alcohol countermeasures at NHTSA, the National Transporta- 
tion Safety Board, and the U.S. Brewers Association. 

Rating Criteria and 
Procedures 

A review panel of GAO staff and mdependent experts was formed to 
develop rating criteria and review studies of direct relevance. Because 
no universally agreed upon rating criteria existed, we developed the cri- 
tena shown in appendix VIII, basing them on a preliminary review of 
the literature and prior evaluation syntheses. We considered the charac- 
teristics of the studies-for example, measures used, questions 
examined, the nature of the law change, and designs employed-m 
refinmg existing criteria for purposes of examining the specific litera- 
ture we were reviewing 

The panel developed criteria for two generic types of studies: cross-sec- 
tional studies, comparmg two or more defined groups for a single point 
in time, and before-and-after studies, comparing groups at two or more 
points in time. We rated all studies in terms of (1) the existence and 
adequacy of comparison groups, (2) the source data used, (3) the appro- 
priateness and comparabihty of measures used, (4) the appropriateness 
of methods for taking chance into account, and (5) the extent to which a 
study controlled for other factors and provided quantitative measures 
of difference. For before-and-after studies, we also looked for (6) data 
that were comparable and (7) controls for the nonindependence of 
measures. 

To critically assess the methodological quahty of the 49 evaluations, 
three raters reviewed each study independently. They were asked to 
identify the study questions- effects on consumption, fatal crash 
involvement, and so on-addressed in the evaluation and, for each ques- 
tion, to rate the study agamst appropriate criteria. The raters then gave 
an overall rating of acceptable, questionable, or unacceptable for each 
study question. An unacceptable rating was typically given to studies 
failing to meet two or more criteria. 

After independently rating each study, the panel met to discuss its 
strengths and weaknesses and reconcile differences in individual rat- 
ings. The studies that contamed no serious flaws or were flawed but of 
sufficient quality to inform pohcy were grouped by study question for 
more in-depth reviews. Among the 49 studies we reviewed, 28 did not 
meet our threshold criteria. Table VI.2 summarizes the ratings for these 
studies against the seven criteria. 
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Table Vl.2: Reasons for Unacceptable 
Study Ratings Consumption 

and driving 
Traffic after Effects on Other 

Criterion acctdents drinking other youths effects Total 
Comparison group comparabhty 14 4 0 7 25 

Description of source data 7 0 0 0 7 
Comparable measures 8 5 0 3 16 
Test for slgnlflcance 14 1 2 5 22 
Quantitative measure of 

drff erence 18 5 2 8 33 
Comparable before- and-after 

data 5 0 1 1 7 

Account for nonindependent 
observations 4 0 0 0 4 

TotaP 70 15 5 24 114 

aTotals do not equal the 28 studies judged unacceptable, since most of these studies falled to meet two 
or more cntena and some studies dealt with more than one outcome 

For some studies, a failure to meet one criterion led to an unacceptable 
rating for others. For example, the most frequently cited shortcommg 
was a failure to adequately quantify the degree of effect that could be 
directly attributable to a change in the legal drinking age. Many of these 
studies did not adequately take chance into account by employing 
appropriate statistical tests, which is a prerequisite for linking changes 
in measures of effect to a change m the law. 

Another of the more commonly cited limitations concerned mappro- 
priate compansons. Several studies merged data from age groups not 
directly affected by the purchase-age policy with data for those directly 
affected (the experimental group) by the law. In rating studies that 
merged the directly affected age group with other age groups, the panel 
assessed the quality of the evaluation design in one of two ways. If the 
experimental group included individuals in age groups older than the 
age to which the purchase age had been increased, this group was con- 
sidered to be contaminated, rendering the results essentially unmter- 
pretable. When age groups that were directly below the youngest group 
to be affected by the increase m the purchase age yet old enough to be 
drivers (for example, drinking drivers) were included m the experi- 
mental group, the panel considered the results and reported them as 
probably attenuated by the inclusion of individuals who were only mdi- 
rectly affected by an increase in the purchase age. 
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Once the rating process was complete, the panel members reviewed the 
studies in groups by study question, in order to assess what was known 
concerning that question, how confident they were about the available 
evidence, how adequate the information was, and what knowledge gaps 
remained. While the initial phases of the review process focused on the 
strengths and weaknesses of mdividual studies, during this phase we 
focused on the quality and quantity of evidence across studies. Only 
studies that met our mimmum threshold criteria were used to assess 
what was known about the effects of the law change. 

In synthesizing the results of our analysis for each study question, we 
looked for patterns m the study findings, possible limitations in meas- 
ures used and comparisons made, and the ability to generalize the 
results. We also considered the quantity of the evidence and whether it 
accumulated from study to study. In this way, we assessed both q_uality 
and quantity in order to determine the strength of evidence for each of 
the subcommittee’s questions. 

Strengths and 
Limitations of Our 
Method 

An evaluation synthesis necessarily depends on the amount of informa- 
tion available and the quality of the evaluations reviewed. We relied on 
information obtained from books and journals, dissertations, state and 
federal government agencies, and industry-sponsored studies. Some of 
the reports were less than complete. The time restrictions for our review 
did not allow us to contact all authors to clarify ambiguities, request 
additional mformation, or obtain primary data. Therefore, we relied pri- 
marily on information as it was reported in the published and unpub- 
lished sources we examined. 

It is possible that we did not uncover all the available documents, but 
our intensive bibliographic search and survey of experts suggest that 
any gap is narrow. We believe that we have identified the documenta- 
tion for all the major, completed evaluation studies of minimum 
drinking-age laws. 

Some evaluation questions can be answered only by looking across sev- 
eral studies, and one strength of our method is that it supplies a system- 
atic way of domg this. In considering the findings of different studies 
while accounting for the quality and quantity of evidence for each spe- 
cific question, we were able to provide an indication of what is known, 
what is unclear, and what questions remain unanswered. An additional 
advantage of the evaluation synthesis method is that it establishes an 
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easily accessible base of knowledge, which can be used III assessmg 
future evaluation questions. 
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Our Data Collection Instruments 

This appendix reprmts two questionnaires. We sent the first to state 
alcohol and highway safety officials, asking them to identify documents. 
We sent the second, after we received responses to the first question- 
naire, to researchers and others, askmg for supplementation of our ini- 
tial bibliography. 
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I 

UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON 0 c 20548 

Dear 

The General Accounting Office (GAO). sa agency of the U.S. 
Congress, has been asked by the liouse Subcommittee oa 
Investigations and Oversight of the Committee oa Public Works and- 
Transportation to analyze psst studies of minimum legal drinking 
age laws. In order to make our review complete, we need 
assistance from concerned iadlviduals and experts to insure that 
we have identified all studies which assess the effects of either 
increases or decreases in the legal drinking age. 

Enclosed are (I brief questioaaaire and list of studies we 
have identified. The questionasire describes the scope of our 
review and asks for your assistance in identifying studies aot oa 
oar list. We are interested la say study you believe is relevant 
without regard to how old it is. If you have sa extra copy of say 
report you identify. we would appreciate receiving oae. Ye ask 
that you complete and return the questionnaire evea if you believe 
that our list is complete. 

Obviously, if time had permitted, we would hsve preferred to 
talk with you personally. However, the Subcommittee’s request 
places as uader strict time coastreiats. We hope that you 
uaderstaad and we ask that you provide as with iaforoetioa oa 
studies with which you are familiar vithia 10 vorkiag days. Your 
timely respoase will reduce the smouat of time we have to expend 
on followup telephoae cslls to those unable to respond ia this 
time period. If you have say questions about our request don’t 
hesitate to call Thomas Laetz at (303) 964-0080 OK Phillip Travers 
at (202) 275-2932. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

Rfchard T. Barnes 
Project Director 
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

IDENTIFICATION OF STUDIES OF STATE 
MINIMUM DRINKING AGE LAWS 

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND STUDIES OF MINIMUM AGE LAWS 

The U.S. General Accounting Office has 
been asked to assess past evaluations of 
minimum drinking age laws and to determine 
the extent to which they provide empirical 
support for federal and state initiatives 
to raise the legal drinking age. 
Evaluation issues of interest include the 
initial legislative effects on beverage 
alcohol consumption for the target age 
group (typically 18-20 year olds) and 
subsequent effects on alcohol related 
crashes, injury accidents, and traffic 
fatalities. Studies which address other 
outcomes, such as effects on border 
crossings and long term effects will also 
be reviewed where sufficient information is 
available. 

1. Are you aware of g studies conducted 
I 

in your state which address the issue 
of minimum drinking age’ (CHECK ONE. 
WE ARE INTERESTED IN ALL RELEVANT 
STUDIES WITHOUT REGARD TO WHEN THEY 
HERE PRODUCED.) 

1. [I] Yes (CONTINUE) 

2. [I] No (SKIP TO Q. 3) 

The purpose of this questionnaire is 
to obtain information concerning 
evaluations/reports of which you are 
aware. Please list any evaluation&reports 
involving your state which relate to this 
important topic, in the spaces provided. 
If you have a copy of any listed report 
please send it to the address noted on the 
enclosed envelope. In the event the 
envelope is misplaced, please send the 
questionnaire and any available reports to: 

2. Please use the space below to pruVide 
us with information about the studies 
you are aware of that have been 
conducted in your state. (UNDER 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT LIST THE NAME, 
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF AN 
ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL WE CAN 
CONTACT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. IF YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE US WITH 
INFORMATION RELATED TO MORE STUDIES 
THAN WE HAVE PROVIDED SPACE FOR, PLEASE 
ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS AND USE THE 
SAME FOIlMAT.) 

(A) Author(s): 

Mr. Thomas Laetz 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Suite 300-D 

Title: 

2420 West 26th Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80211 

If you have soy questions, please 
call, collect, either Thomas Laetr at (303) 
964-0080 or Phillip Travera at (202) 
275-2932. 

Date of report: 

Organizational contact: 

Name. 

Address: 

I 

Telephone number: 

-l- 
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(B) Author(s): 

I Title- 

Date of report: 

I 

Organizational contact. 

Name : 

Address : 

Telephone number: 

3. Would you like to receive a copy of our 
study when it is complete’ (CHECK ONE) 

1. [I] Yes 

2. [I] No 

If yes. to what address should we mail 
it? 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

4. If you’d like to cormsent on our search 
for studies or any other matters 
related to the minimum drinking - 
age, please use the space below. 

I (ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY.) 1 

(C) Author(s)* 

, I 

Date of report: 

Organizational contact: 

Name : 

Address. 

I Telephone number: 

I 

-2 
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
WASMINGTON 0 C 20646 

Dear 

The General Accounting Office (GAO), an agency of the 0.8. 
Congress, has been asked by the Souse Subcommittee on 
Investigations and Oversight of the Cosmittee on Public Works an'h 
Transportation to analyze past studies of mininun legal drinking 
age laws. In order to make our review complete, we need 
assistance from experts, like you, in identifying studies which 
assess the effects of either increases or decreases in the legal 
drinking age. Our enclosed questionnaire describes the scope of 
our review and asks for your assistance in identifying studies of 
minimum age laws involving your state. We are interested in any 
stud 
YOU x 

you believe is relevant without regard to how old it is. If 
ave a copy of any report you identify, we would appreciate 

receiving one. 

Obviously, if time had permitted, we would have preferred to 
talk with you personally. Eowever, the Subcomittee's request 
places us under strict time constraLnts. We hope that ou 
understand and will be able to provide us with 1 inforut on on 
studies with which you are familiar by December 9, 1985. If you 
have any questions about our request don't hesitate to call Thomas 
Laetz at (303) 964-0080 or Phillip Travers at (202) 275-2932. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this important Mttef. 

Sincerely, 

Richard T. Barnes 
Project Director 
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

IDENTIFICATION OF STUDIES OF STATE 
MINIMUM DRINKING AGE LAWS 

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND 

The U.S. General Accounting Office has 
been asked to assess past evaluations of 
minimum drinking age laws and to determine 
the extent to which they provide empirical 
support for federal and state initiatives 
to raise the legal drinking age. 
Evaluation issues of interest include the 
initial legislative effects on beverage 
alcohol consumption for the target age 
group (typically 18-20 year olds) and 
subsequent effects on alcohol related 
crashes, injury acciden:s, and traffic 
fatalities. Studies which address other 
outcomes, such as effects on border 
crossings and long term effects will also 
be reviewed where sufficient information 
available. 

iS 

The purpose of this questionnaire is 
to obtain information concerning 
evaluations/reports which we have not 
identified on the attached list. Please 
review our listing of studies and complete 
this brief questionnaire. 

If you have a copy of any report 
you list, please send it to the address 
noted on the enclosed envelope. In the 
event the envelope is misplaced, please 
send the questionnaire and any available 
reports to: 

Mr. Thomas Laetz 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Suite 300-D 
2420 West 26th Avenue 
Denver. Colorado 80211 

If you have any questions, please 
call, collect, either Thomas Laetr at (303) 
964-0080 or Phillip Travers at (202) 
275-2932. 

STUDIES OF MINIMUM AGE LAWS 

1. Are you aware of x studies not 
identified on the attached list 
which address the issue of minimum 
drinking age’ (CHECK ONE. WE ARE 
INTERESTED IN ALL RELEVANT STUDIES 
WITROUT REGARD TO WHEN THEY WERE 
PRODUCED. ) 

1. [I] Yes (CONTINUE) 

2. [I] No (SKIP TO Q. 3) 

2. Please use the space below to provide 
us with information about other studies 
of which you are aware. (UNDER 
ORGANIZATIONAL CONTACT LIST THE NAME, 
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF AN 
ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL WE CAN 
CONTACT FOR FURTHER DETAILS.) 

(A) Author(s): 

Title: 

Date of report: 

Organizational contact: 

Name. 

Address : 

Telephone number: 
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B) Author(s). 

Title: 

Date of report: 

Organizational contact: 

Name * 

Address: 

Telephone number: 

age, please use the space below. 
(ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NBCESSABY.) 1 

C) Author(s): 

Title: 

Date of report: 

Organisational contact: 

Name : 

Address: 

3. Would you like to receive a copy of our 
study vhen it is complete’ (CHECK ONE) 

1. [I] Yes 

2. [-] No - 

If yes, to what address should we mail 
it? 

GENERAL COi-DfBNTS 

4. If you’d like to cement on our search 
for studies or any other matter‘& 
related to the minimum drinking 

Telephone number: 

-2- 
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Our Summ~ Rating Sheet 

1) 

2) 

3) 

5) 

study/code 

Lead Author 

7) 

Reviewer 4) Date Review 

Study QuestIon: (A) 6) Overall Rating: 

(B) Explain Q 
or N ln 

(C) #8 

(D) 
r 

Specific Rating 
Crlterla/Question A B C D 

Comparison Group 

Source Data 

Compatible Measures I I I I I 
Test of Significance 

Quantitative Measure 
of Difference 

Comparable Pre/Post 
Data 

Account Non-Independ- 
ence 

8) General Remarks: 

SUMMARY RATING SHEET 

STUDIES ON THE EFFECT OF MINIMUM DRINKING AGE LAWS 
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS FOR STUDY 

QUESTION 

REVIEWER 

DATE 

Criteria 

COMPARISON GROUP COMPARABILITY 
(same age groups, demograph- 
lcs, denomrnators) 

I 

DESCRIBE DATA SOURCES (change 
over time in reporting 
criteria, thresholds, data 
collection procedures) 

T Comments 

FOR TIME SERIES/LONGITUDINAL STUDIES 

COMPARABLE PRE AND POST INTER- 
VENTION DATA ('74 and '79, or 
other Interventions dealt 
wrth?) 

ACCOUNT FOR NON-INDEPENDENCE 
(auto correlation, seasonal- 
1ty, cycllcal effects, non- 
effected age groups) 

: 

I 
- 

- 
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Comments From the Department 
of Transportation 

t3 
u s Qepallment ot 
Transportation 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
Resources, Community and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Enclosed are two copies of the Department of Transportation's 
comments concerning the U.S. General Accounting Office draft 
report entitled, "Drinking Age Laws: An Evaluation Synthesis 
of Their Impact on Highway Safety." 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. If you 
have any questions concerning our reply, please call Bill Wood 
on 366-5145. 

Sincerely, 

Jon H. Seymour 

Enclosures 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REPLY 

TO 

GAO DRAFT REPORT OF AUGUST 29, 19B6 

ON 

DRINKING AGE LAWS: 

AN EVALUATION SYNTHESIS O= THEIR IMPACT ON HIGHWAY SAFETY 

JOB CODE 973201 
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- 

SU#lARY OF GAO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This review was conducted at the request of the Chairman of the Subcommittee 
on Investigations and Oversight, House Committee on Public Works and 
Transportation. GAO examined the technical and methodological soundness of 
existing drinking age evaluations to determine the extent to which they 
support Federal and State lnitlatlves to change the legal drinking age. In 
addition, the Committee asked GAO to report on the effects that raising the 
minimum drinking age have had on 

-- traffic accidents (i.e., motor vehicle fatalltles, personal InJuries, 
and alcohol-related crashes), 

__ beverage alcohol consumption, along with driving after dnnklng; and 

-- other related effects, such as spillover to underage youth, border 
crossings to States with lower drinking ages, permanence of effects, 
comparisons of the results of lowering versus raising the drinking 
age, and earlier effects of lowering the drinking age. 

GAO found that a reduction ln traffic accidents for affected age groups 1s. in 
fact. attributable to raising the drinking age. Almost all studies found 
statlstlcally significant reductions ln traffic accident outcomes, even though 
the studies often varied in scope, design, analysis methods, and outcome 
measures. 

GAO found only limited evidence to support conclusions regarding the spillover 
effects of the law change on the crash experiences, consumption, and driving 
after dnnking practices of underage youth who are only indirectly affected by 
an increase in the drinking age. They did find some evidence of no spillover 
effect on crash experiences for this group, however, GAO states that 
generalizations are impeded by the small number of studies that explicitly 
tested for this effect (two out of six studies that met GAD's criteria) and 
the limited number of States studled. The three studies of consumption and 
driving after drinking practices for this age group presented mixed results. 

GAO also found lnsufflclent evidence to assess the extent of the border 
crossing effect, that is, youth moving between States to legally obtain 
alcoholic beverages. In addition, they found insufficient evidence to support 
drawing conclusions on the permanence of any effect of the law change (longer 
than 3 years) and the effects of lowering versus raising the drinking age. 
GAO reports that there were Just two studies addressing long-term effects that 
met their criteria; one national study observed a sustained reduction in crash 
experiences for affected age groups, but the other State study found a modest 
reduction in long-term crash trends. There was only one study that actually 
compared the effects of lowering versus raising the drinking age and lt found 
a comparable reverse effect. That ls, when the drinking age was lowered, 
traffic accidents increased at a rate that was similar to the rate of decrease 
when the purchase age was raised. GAO's assessment of the effects of lowering 
the drinking age ln contrast to ralslng the drinking age, was based on an 
analysis of the literature reviews of these studies, which concluded that an 
increase ln traffic accident outcomes could be attributed to a lowered 
drinking age. 

This report contained no recomnendatlons. 

I 
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Nowp 28 

Nowp 85 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION POSITION STATEMENT 

The draft report is basically a review of the literature on Drinking Age 
Laws and it provides an excellent evaluation and synthesis of a number of 
the existing studies. The report is well written and makes a definite 
statement that there IS a correlation between drinking age and safety. 
GAD states "... raising the drinking age has a direct effect on reducing 
traffic accidents among affected age groups (typically 18-20 year 
olds).... ' "The evidence . ..supports the finding that States can generally 
expect reductions in their traffic accidents...." 

We have no objections to the publication of this report. In fact, we 
consnend GAO for an excellent report which validates our data. We would, 
however, like to offer the following comments for consideration. 

The scope of the literature search includes the major sources of research 
literature supplemented by a questionnaire which revealed additional 
sources not encountered in the document search. It appears that the 
documents revlewed cover the SUbJeCt most adequately and include most of 
the major research and analysis both for and against raising the legal 
drinking age. 

There are at least two recent studies not included, these are: 

0 P. Asch and D. Levy, "Does the Minimum Drinking Age Affect 
Traffic Fatalities'" Department of tconomics, Rutgers 
University, 15X35- 

0 P. Hoxie and D. Skinner, "A Statistical Analysis of the Effects 
of a Uniform Minimum Drinking A V Transportation Systems 
Center Report No. I-R-4!i-D-NH&%, November 1985. 

While it 1s too late to include these studies in the GAO's review, it 
would be useful to include a statement in the report to the effect 
that: "All studies available as of October 31, 1985, were reviewed." A 
list of more recent studies that were not reviewed could also be included. 

The draft report lists the studies that satisfied GAO's review criteria 
(as on p. 23). but only tabulates the reasons why other studies fail to 
meet this criteria (p. 27). We suggest that GAO specify the reasons why 
each of the unsatisfactory studies did not meet the criteria. 

The criteria utilized to select documents for consideration 1s logical 
and objective in that the reviewers subdivided the large group of 
documents into meaningful subsets for analysis and inference. This was 
accomplished through stratification of studies by outcome measures and 
methodology used (cross-sectional or before/after). In this way, a 
generalization of results could be permitted across studies within and 
between groups. In addition, the studies were rated based on a 
quantitative assessment of their quality in order to meet threshold 
requirements. The results of the studies were amazingly consistent which 
increases one's confidence in the generalization of the findings. 
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Nowp 22 

Now table 3 2, p 28 

Other Comments. 

On p. 21, GAO utilizes the terms "Driver Fatal Crashes," "Driver 
Fatal/Injury Crashes," etc., when referring to drivers involved in fatal 
crashes. GAO's terminology implies driver fatalities rather than 
involvement. We recommend that these headings be changed to "Driver 
Involvement." 

, 

I 

On p. 29, Table 4.2, at the intersection of "Design Attributes" and 
"Arnold" the entries should read: "l-6 years pre/l-5 years post using 
ratio analysis." In the same Table, at the intersection of "Controls" 
and "Williams, et al," the entry “license rate" is incorrect. This study 
did use "day-crashes" as a control. 

Nowp 32 On p. 40, Results of Synthesis, it 1s not clear that the level of 
statistical significance ( D5T referred to is GAO's determination of what 
should be statistically significant or whether it is the original 
researchers' speclflcation for the test of hypothesis. 
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